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PREFACE 

Since its creation, Pakistan has had trouble 

in integrating the various ethno-linguistic groups that 

make-up the State. The nationalities question is probably 

one of the most complex and persistent problems faced by 

the lsaders of this country. Since the disintegration 

of Pakistan and the establishment of Bangladesh, the 

people of Pakistan have had to question the very basic 

concept that led to the creation of Pakistan - the 11 Two

Nation Theory 11 • Can religion alone be sufficient ground. 

for nationality? Considering the volatile inter-ethnic 

relations in Pakistan, and the fragile relationship 

between the State and the ethnic groups within Pakistan, 

one is forced to ask if Pakistan can survive at all. 

The nationality question in the country, threatens the 

very existence of Pakistan. 

This dissertation deals with one of the ethnic 

groups of Pakistan - the Sindhis. The present study 

"Problems of Multi-ethnic States : A Case Study of the 

Sindhi Movement in Pakistan", examines the genesis and 

development of the Sindhi ethnic movement - the possible 

causes for the assertion of Sindhi ethnicity and the 

course that the movement is taking. 

The dissertation consists of four Chapters. 

The first Chapter is an attempt to introduce the subject 

with a broad theoretical background. No attempt has been 

made to discuss the various theories of nationalism or 

nationality. Following largely, definitions from 
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Encyclopaadias and Dictionaries, only a 'working' 

definition has been arrived at. The Chapter deals 

with the right of self-determination of 'nations', 

as this is the point at which a government finds 

itself in a real crisis. All ethnic groups/nations 

have the potential to assert this right and this can 

create a dilemma for the State. The definitions used 

in this study are merely working definitions, as a 

diecussion of the concepts of nation, nationality, 

self-determination and such related concepts would 

involve a debate on the topic, as no exact definitions 

are possible. This would be beyond the scope of the 

present study. This dissertation only defines these 

concepts in the context of the problems arising from 

them, in multi-ethnic states. The second Chapter 

traces the ethnic history of the Sindhis and shows 

how the Sindhi nationality evolved over the years. 

The third Chapter deals with the grievances of the 

Sindhis, their demands and the course that the movement 

is taking. In the concluding Chapter, an attempt has 

been made to analyse the current situation in Sind, 

in the context of the problem as common to multi

ethnic Third World state~;as well as, in the context 

of the nationalities question of Pakistan. 

The views of the Sindhis presented in the 

present study, are the views as articulated by Sindhi 

leaders and political organisations. The information 

available on the topic is still, very limited. 
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Most of the books related to the topic of the Sindhi 

ethnic movement are available only in Sindhi, and so, are 

inaccessible. Since the movement in Sind is still at 

the early stages (as compared with the Baluchi and 

Pakhtun movements), not much material is available on 

it. Moreover, information on the economy of the 

provinces of Pakistan is outdated (at least, in the 

case of Sind). Most books and reports on the economy 

of Pakistan do not discuss the economies of each 

province. Also, available figures are mostly of the 

1972 census. Use of 1972 figures in 1988 may prove 

to be meaninglass, as the economic situation could 

have changed a lot in the intervening years. 

However, despite these limitations, an attempt 

has been made to study the Sindhi ethnic movement; to 

analyse the causes for the birth and growth of this 

movement and also, the cause and the historical roots 

of the Sindhi ethnic consciousness, which has resulted 

in the present conflict. 

I would, at this point like to exress my 

gratitude to my supervisor, Dr. Kalim Bahadur, for 

all his cooperation, help and invaluable guidance, 

and for the pains he has taken in correcting the final 

draft. 

I would also like to thank Mr. Rascal Baksh 

Palejo and Mr. Zaffar Ali Ujjan_ Mr. Palejo, while 
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on a short visit to India in 1987, was kind enough 

to spare a lot of his time to talk to me about the 

Sindhi movement. I would like to express my gratitude 

to Mr. Ujjan who helped me, greatly, by lending me his 

books and suggesting other source material for this 

dissertation. 

I am also grateful to my parents - Mr. Ramesh 

Chandra and Mrs. Kalpana Chandra for their help and 

encouragement, and support - both moral and logistic. 

I would like to express my gratitude to my 

husband, Lt. Kashyap Kumar, without whose cooperation, 

encouragement and adjustments, the completion of this 

dissertation would never have been possible. 

Last, but not the least, I must thank 

Mr. Murli Dhar for typing out this dissertation in 

a very short time. 

. 
~~~-~ 
(UDITA CHANDRA-KUMAR) 

New Delhi 
19 July 1988 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

A major political trend in the second half 

of the twenti~th century has been in the context of 

multi-ethnic States. A number of such States are 

'Juino f~.cod with de,nanjs eman3t inrd from minorities 

'..Jitr1i11 tt12ir sociutiu:. • .J.J·IIdnd:;; have often been, in 

ttle initiol stages, dt~mands for ~Jreater recognition, 

roprn:.:;ent<Jtiun and eL.Ju3.lity, but have, in a large number 

of cabes, erupted into demands for confederation, greater 

autonomy and in some cases, even into demands for sece-

ssion. Such demands have been articulated on grounds of 

the right of nationalities to "self-determination", which 

is tne political belief that some group of people repre~ 

sents a natural comHlunity which should live unoer the 

political system and be independent of others. Such 

groups are called 'natio'nalities 1/ 'nations '• 

·~3tion' is ~ c•ntral political ~nncep~ of 

recent ti:nes. In the prevailing usage, it means either 

a State, its inhabitan:s, or, a human group bo~nd toge

ther by c•)mmon solidarity- 3 group whose ;nembHrs place 

loyalty to a group as a whole, over any, conflicting 

loyalties. The 'Dictionary of Politics 11 gives a wor-

king definition of 1 nation 1 , since no obvio~s technical 

d~finition exi~ts. It is defimld as "a body of p•:Joplo 

who see part; at least, of their identity in terms of a 

sin~le communal identity with some considerable histori

cal continuity of Union, with major elements of common 

culture,.and with a sen$e of geographical location, at 

1 David Robertson, Q_ict~on:H~~olitic:;; (Sui'fulk, 
19 86)' p. 27. 
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ThJre is obvicusly a probl~n of dufinitirn, but attempts 

at cufininq the cancept have been made. 

John Stuart i'lill has defined the concept of 

nationhood as, 11 a portion of mankind may be said to 

constitute a naticnality, if they are united among 

themselves by common syrnpatnLswhich donot exist 

batweun them and any others, which make them cooperate 

with e~ch other more willingly than with other people, 

a desire to be under the same government, and a desire 

that it shoul~ be governm~nt by themselves, or a portion 

2 of themselves exc1Lsively 11
• 

Stalin h:Jc: rlefinPd nation as 11 a historically 

evolved, stable, community of languaqe, territory, eco-

nomic lif8 and psychological makeup manifested in a 

community of culture". 

Definiticns of nationhood emphasise either 

objective or subjective characteristics. The former 

(obj~ctive)characteristics inclLde factors such as 

geography, history, economic structure; while, the 

subj3ctive characteristics include factors such as 

consciQusness, loyalty and will. Though the objective 

factors are likely to promote feelings of nationality, 

they are not among the defining characteristics of a 

nation. The Swiss are a nat ion despitE:J tt·1 ree or four 

languaCJBS being s p okon ln the country. Is ra.e 1 is als·o 

a ndt ion though Jewish communities have had very 

2 J.S, Mill, "Representati.ve Governr1ent 11 , in A.C.Kapur., 
p r i.!_1_c2:p_!_::_ ~- p 0 1 it i c a 1 s c i 8 n c e ( New De 1 h i • 1 9 7? ) I p • 6 5 a 
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distinctive histories; also, the Pol~s remained a nation 

through a century and a half of partition. Thus, it can 

be seen that the concept of naticnality/nationhood is 

difficult to define. 

Despite this problem of defining nationhood, 

the concept of 1 n~tion-State 1 is in existence. Nation-

State describes a context in which the whole of a geogra-

phical area that is the homeland for people who identify 

t>-.:Jtnst:dve~ as a comrnt...nity due to shared culture, history 

und ~robably, language and ethnic culture, is governed 

by one political system. Important Nation-States like 

Italy and Germany, that clearly possessed characteristics 

of nationhood, only united into Nation-States late in the 

nineteenth Century. Though, earlier, the Greek 'nation'/ 

1naticnality' did exist, in classical Greece, on.!..y city-

States existed, there was no Greek Nation-State. The 

idea of the 1 Naticn-~tate' gained currency only after the 

creation of the Garrr,an and Italian nation-States. Even 

toclJy, 1 national 1 identity remain5 a powerful political 

coll. 

,In recent times, in additjon to the concept of 
L, 

nationality, there has arisen the concept of 1ethnicity 1 • 

Though originally, the term 'ethnic' denoted race, the 

present/current definitions of ethnicity refer to a 

rath~c complex combination of racial, cultural and 

historical chJracteristics, by which societies are 

sometimes divided into separate political families. 

The [ncyclopasdia of Social Sciences defines 

an ethnic comrnunity as d 11 group bound togeth8r by common 

ties of race, nationalityr culture, not living within an 
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J.> 
alien civilization but remaininQ distinct, culturally. 

The group may occupy a position of self-sufficient iso-

lation or may h~ve extensive dealing~ with the surrounding 

population, while retaining its separate identity. Such 

communities may vary according to their origin, cohesive 

f~ctors, attitudes of the other communities/community, 

and ndture of civilization of which they are a part. 

They try to survive by reason of self-consciousness 

produced by divergence and through the tenacity of social 

institutions. Ethnic groups sometimes develop an ethno-

centric attitude - i.e. 11 a view of things in which one 1s 

own group is the centre of everythinq and all others are 
~ 

scal.:~d and rated with reference to it".~ Emotionally,- it 

finds expression in a sympathetic awareness and approval 

suspicion and contAmpt towards outsiders and their ways. 

Ethnocnntrism is not confined to tribes and nations, b~t 

manifests it5elf in social groups of all kinds and assumes 

diverse ancl devuloped forms such as nu.tionalism, patriotism, 

chauvinism, family pride, class consciousness, sectionalism, 

relic;~o11s i:1terference and race prejudice. By focusing 

attention on cultural differences, ethnocentrism strengthens 

and intensifies the folkways of a people. It is a factor 

securing loyalty to coda and it promotes group cohesion and 

thus possesses survival value. ethnocentrism also helps 

maintain discipline and morals. Thus, it is always accen-

tuated when groups come into conflict. 

3 w.c. Sumn<Jr, in David L. Sills, ed., International 
En , y clEJ2~·_:1_i _a_._a_f ~ p~:_i:::_l_._s -~J .:!.t_c~ vo l. ~-r- (us,;;, 1 SGB), p. r, ~ 
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In the second half of the twentieth century~ 

the et~nic factor has become an important cause of social 

conflicts. Multi-ethnic St&tes are faced with the conti-

nued assertion of ethnic pluralism. Ethnic conflicts have 

become a reality which have to be coped with and managed, 

but do not seem to be resolved once and for all. 

The conflicts have be8n varied in their scope, 

bas is and dem3nds. i•lany terms hd vE been uE ed to denote 

conflicts between groups within States, or between a 

group within a State and the State itself. They have 

been called ethnic conflicts, problems of nationalities, 

or <.'!ven 'sub-nationalism~ Th8 difference between an 

ethnic group and a nationality seems to be very little 

in the given context of this dissertation. As stated 

earlier in the Chapter, the subjective characteristics 

of nationality are more likely to define a nation than 

the objective ch8racteristics. The latter are likely 

to promote feelings of nationality, but are not among 

the defining characteristics of a nation. Thus, a 
-\1 

nationality would be defined as any group having the 

consciousness and will of being or/and to continue to 

be a people united under a common single sovereign and 
J) 4 

recognising common interests. An ethnic group may 

under certain circumstances develop this consci~usness, 

and so, by definition it constitutes a 'nationalit~'/ 

'nation'· 

4 Roger Scrotan, Dictionary of Political Thought 
(London, 1982),-p.312. 



Related to the concept of nationality and 

Jc,1 ion-Stc~te, is tha concept of "self-determination". 

The concept was brought to explicit formulation by 

President Woodrow Wilson and in the course of World war I, 

it became one of the fundamental principles of international 

sociBty. It became a guideline for reshaping of States in 

the peacemaking th&t followed the war. 

tn the post World War II period, the locus of 

self-duterminotion shiftr;d from Europe to Asia, 1'liddle"!" 

East and Africa. The concept came to become a weapon 

a.jmud .:~t the imp,.rial powt~rs, themselves, and gradually, 

a host uf now ccuntri,~s joined the intern::>tion;;..l family;) 

In the post Wurlu War li p<:!riod, selr'-d8terrnind-

tion became less of a guiding principle since the Soviet 

Union's relations with Eastern Europe had becomo one of 

"absorption and dorninc.tion 11 and For the Wt.-Jstern powers, 

self-detGrmin3tion would mean 11 self-destruction of colonies 11
•

5 

Howevn~, the Charter of the Unit.~d Nations (UN) figures the 

concept, giving the right of self-determination to all 

6 11 p o o p 1 e$1 • A 1 s o thE' G en!? r 2 1 Ass ern b 1 y of the UN , in 1 9 52 

adopted a 11 ,_:o,:enant of Human Rights", which includes an 

article th.:.t roads 11 al1 peoples ~.hall have the right to 

self-determina.tion 11
• 

The principle of self-determination is derived 

from a familiar set of doctrines and the apparent simplicity 

5 riupert Emerson, From Lmpire to Nation (Calcutta, 1970), 
p. 280 

6 Article 1 (55) of the United Nations Charte.r speaks of 
"respect for the principle of equal rights and the self
dotormin~ .. tion of peoples". 



Though ethnic 

ideu of ::.c;lf-dcterrnin'""t~uli ir1 tl-;8 ccnt.oxt of crcC~ting 

n D w 5 t -.. t e s , .::; 'TIc r r; c r 1 on 1 y i n t h o L, t e e i 9 h t o en t h and 

dov~lo~ a sel~-~wareness. As t:rrnst Gark~r has. said, 

11 Th! ':>elf-con~ .• : i.ousn·.JSS of n,,t ion~ is a prJduct of the 

nineteenth century. Nations were already there, they 

had indeed been there for centuries. out it is not the 

things which are simply 'there' that matter in human 
II 

life. lJhat really 3WJ finally matter~-> is the thing 

that is apprahunded dS an idea, and as an idea ic, is 

vested with emotion until it becomes a C3use and a 

spring of action ••••.•. A n::tion must bn dn .iioa as 

well as a fuct before it C.J.n bE!C:01ne a dynamic forcc 11 • 
7 

fthni= consciousness presupposes an awaranes:3 

of other groups. Thr? sense of uniqueness requinJs a 

re Fe 1.rant. It is ~n awdreness that some ~eople as a 

group share a multiplicity of customs, attitudes, beliefs, 

not shared by others, there is, therefore, a psychological 

bond betwaon them, which is characterised by a fooling of 

'sameness; anci 1 onen~Jss ', a sen~>e of k.inship. fl.s again<:"': 

members of ·all othr~r ethnic groups ("them"), this groufJ 

is united psychologi::ally ac.~ d. collective "us".· 

Thus, knowl~daa of aliens and for3iQner~ is 

indispunsable to tho birth of n~tional consciousness; 

--------
7 Ernest Barker, :bt!.:Hlal Chdrc..ctcr and the Factors 

in ~~~rma t ioifl"Condon, 1927) p .173. 



With a rapid spr2~d of oduc~tion, m~ans of transport 

of thE~ past. And, oS rnoans of co,nrnunic~tion spread, thera 

is a growing con~ciou::.nes~i d:nun'J LJreatcr nurnbun-; of ethnic 

groups.; 

Yowevnr, ju~t a consciousness of having -a 

dL:;tinct CL lt.ura or r:thnic iil8ntity is not sufficient 

for the birth of thu i.:Je:J. uf self-rlatcr111ination. For 

exc:.':lplc::, in .:::urop,~, et'1nic gr:Jups he:u d conscj ousne_ss 

of th~ir separ~te identity much before ethni8ity came 

to be related to political legitimacy. The radi::al 

transformotion aa~o with the birth of the idea of govern-

''wnt by 11 con~ent 11 and popular soverei']nty. The assumption 

maclo lt. th3t "man is a n.Jtional. animal and the govtJrn,n'Jnt 

to whi:h he will give his consent is one representing his 

own nat i.on". 
8 

This was a recognition of the natural law 

which entitles nations to possess their own States, and 

as the other side of the coin, renders illegitimate states 

with non-naticnal bas~s. The original claim that individuals 

mu~>t consent to, or contractually establish th~~ govern111ents 

rulinq the:n,is thus tram>•nitted into the natural right of 

In its postuLJti:ln of a nucossdry linkarJC b~'i.w·<''' 

political organisation ~nd ethni:: identity, the concept of 

self-doter,nination of n3ti:Jns contains the seeds of a 

radical redrawing of today 1s politi::al map. Nt:..tional 

self-det2rrnin~,tion maintains that it is "the right of a 

8 Rup•.:rt Emurson, n.S, p.278. 
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group of peoplg who consider themselves separate and 

dio;tinct fru,n other~ to d8t,~rnine for thnrnselves the 

State in which they will live and the form of govern

ment it will have". 9 In a world consisting of thousands 

of distinct ethnic groups ·and only some one hundred and 

thirty-five St~tes, tha r2voluti~nary potential inherent 

in self-detorn1inc1t ion is self-c:Jvident. All but 14 of 

todays States (Austria, Den!n.:nk, Japan, west and East 

GBrmany, Icol<JncJ, IrclJncJ, i'iorth and South Korca,Lesotho, 

Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway and Portugal) contain, at 

least, one si~nificant minority and half of the 14 ~xcep-

tions are char~cterised by the so-called irredentist 

situation, in which the dominant ethnic group extends 

beyond one's State borders. 

T~e demise of colonialism can also be credited 

to thn· concept .of :::;elf-determination. The pr<Jpositirm 

that a people should 10t be rul3d by those deemed to be 

aliens, played a vital role in the post world war II 

emancipation of overseas colonies from European rula. 

Despite the fact that the liberation of these countr~ss 

took place under the banner of self-determination, all 

but handful of these States are ethnically heterogeneous. 

These multi-ethni= successor Stntes are now, in turn 

increasingly threatened with demands for self-determination. 

These new states are not the only ones threatened by ethnic 

restiveness withi..,- their borders. 11 kmong the States 

currently troubl3d by internal discord on ethnic diversity 

9 ]Jck Plano and Ray Olton, The InternJtional Relations 
( ,·~e w York, 1 96 9 J,P:-121-.-----------·-·- ·-·-2~_::_ t_!:.:?.r:.. '~.E.Y. 



.~ 1 .:) / · nn, ~yp ru!:., 

r:; r e o c o , : n ,j i:... , r n d on u ~; i a , I r a n , I r a'-"' Is r a e 1 , I t a. 1 y , I v o r y 

IJ;..~ki!oL:.,rl, Phillipind:..,, ib·ndllL ... , :(w~.:.nu;,.;, SierrL.i Loone,Spain, 

us::.r-1, Suc!wn, Taiwan, Thaildncl, T:.::.nzc.nia, Logo::>, Uganda, 

UK, US, Vietnam, Yugoslavia, Z~ire <.1nd Za:llbia. 111 J 

wnen put tu pr~clical ap~lic~tio~,in the presen~ 

world, in principlo, none can oppose what has come to be 

the al~o~~ self-evident riyht to paoplcs to dispose of 

tr !ir own dost1.nie::o, hut it is u'l"'ortunatt:dy equally 

impossir•lo to urticulJt'J this ccncopt in t:nms th3t can 

whJ is to 

de.:id3 th~t a n'-'tion 1:nuy ', or wh:Jt n;:;.t ions aru an::l when 

is to "'HJ::.>w so~i.:d · ntit.ic~; wn.ich cannot be identified in 

advance with th2 riqht to revolution against the consti-

the Siate to the demands of th8 rovolutionaires. Uut 

wh3t is a-nation, is in itself a compli,~c...tod quost.ion. 

i·loreover, tha Churtsr of tho UN furth:::!r tangles 

the problem by endorsing the ric1ht of E.Jelf-dotormin:J.-

tion of 11 peoples 11
• ~ow ar~ th3 people to whom th8 . 

principle applies to be defined? [\s Jennin,;s has s.J.id, 

1[; Walker ::.:.nnor, 11 Politic:E of [thnonationalism 11 

~ourn3l of Int~rnctional Affairs, Vol. 27(1973), 
p;J.1-2't. 
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"on the surface it seemed re3sonable - let the people 

decide. It wJs in fact ridiculous because the paopls 

cannot uecide until somabody decides who the pebple 

11 are". 

The question~ that drise are innumerable. 

Does the principle apply to only mujorities or to 

minoritias, too? If a majority decides one way today, 

does it, or a segment of it, have a right to decide 

otherwise at a lab? r date? Who C-' n speak for the people 

in order to set the process in motion and und~r what 

c i rc urn's tan ces a.nd by what methods rna y they press their 

case? Wha~ degree of majority and political exporience 

is needed to qualify a people to make an informed and 

responsible choice and to maintain the inJspendence for 

which it rnay opt? 

Seeing the present day world, with secessionist 

movements in a number of States, it is obvious that peoples 

and even nations are uncertain quantities, which from time 

to time, assert themselves with irresistable force, but 

which cannot be known in advance with any assurance. When 

a y.roup of people asserts the right of self-deterrnination, 

it is inevitably excercising a revolutionaryright.· At its 

most extreme version the right of self-determination could 

mean the right oF any group of disaffected people to break 

~way ~t their pl~asure from the State to which thoy present!~ 

belong and establish a new State closer to their heart's 

desire. Even though it is obvious that this deduction 

cannot find acceptance, the problem still remains as to 

11 Sir Ivor Jennings, 11 The Appro:1ch to Self-Government", 
in r1upert t::mer~1on, n.5, p.29B. 
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whether, and how, th~ right can be incorporJted in any. 

reasonably orderly and predictable sct,eme of things, 

within an accertable framework of law. 

Self-determination recognises the principle 

that nc.tion anu state should coincide. But facts are 

that the Stdte structuro derived fr··J:~ the past only occa

ssionally and acciJon~~lly cninciJed with the n2tional 

111:1~.: up ot' ttl!' ;,JDrlrl. Tu br i nq t.h:~ Stcltos into line 

t..Jlifl il,lll 1 ~ lldW fUUII·l n"! l•Jikd c.LrJlL ... tiun~ f8LjUlftJ!:> a 

mujor act of politic;:ll rt:lcun::..tructiun, wt1ich would 

involve a nullifying of the established l8Qality of 

Lespite, the mass appeal of tha principle or 

solf-rJetormin~1tiun and tht3 qJneral acceptan..:e of the 

idoa, there is a lac!< of successful application of the 

conGe p t • G n 1 y ten p e r cent o f States , today , a r e e s s s n

tially homogeneous. Nation State is a misnomer. £thnic 

plur<Jlism r•ther than ho1noqeneity is the norm. r~os t 

stu.tG structun's taku little cognisance of ethnic aspira-

t i u n :;:; , _ t h u u ·.J h , :::. u no S t <J L? s h :, v e rna de p r o v is i on for 

safeguardinu the cultural riljhts of th~~ir ethnic ,ninori

ties. Thus ~any states are faced with demands for etMnic 

LS.tnnic ::eparntism 1 i~j bosorl on cultural 

differences and a 8~nse of cullurul cistinctivene5s. 

:::thnic rnoiJomunts maku th!:?ir claims by virtue of an 

allAged co•nmunity of culture in which members are both 

unitod with each other and differenti~ted from others by 

tr; possesf'ion of +-.'l.Jt culture. Tht:)y are different not only 
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f r o ;n t he i r r u l c r s h u t i:1 1 ~: ~'' f rcH• t b ~ i r n .J i ,-1 h b o u r s in 

one or more significant cultural 12 di;nensions 11
• It 

i s b y v i r t u e o f t h i s r a a J o r a 11 I'"! q P. d c u J.t u r a 1 i mii v i-

du3lity thdt (~ti•nic mov:Jmentf> cl..Jirn a comtnun.:ll salida-

rity and recognition of political demands. In these 

cases, poli•ical separatism is based upon the ideology 

of cultural diversity and the right of cultural self-

determination. £thnic sRp~r~tism is than based upen 

th3 reality or myth of unic;ue cultural tius whict1 serves 

to demarc3.te a popul~ltion frrJm rul:ns and neiQhbours. 

Thus, separatism becomes, not only an end in itself, 

but 3.lso, a rn~ans to protect th? cultural identity 

formed by thosn tias. ·uniqUf'!n~.?ss ot' ec.ich ethnic cu·n111U-

nity de:nands political separation, so it can run its own 

._. t'airt~ acco.rdJ.ng to th2 inner laws of tha cultural 

community, uncontaminated by external inf!uences.) 

yin the twenti~th century, int3r-ethnic con-

flicts have become intense and end~mic.Also, along with 

ethnic conflict and rivalry, there has been a rise in 

ethnic movements of all kinds. In modern times, ethnic 

communities r1av':J .Jr1o.,Lwc agr,rc.;ssive, if not, expansionist 

postures, fired by dn ideology that cm~hasizes cultur~l 

.• 1 " u ::- L' t,t-; .. t l h c~ i r iJ o 1 i t i c a 1 •J o ~n 0 n rl s a r c me t by t h r~ s t <.>.to 

l, I 

or t>.:.~ilintJ thot, to bt'Gu.k dW.J/ z,nd s12t up thoir· own state.\ 

12 Antt~rJny 

p.~l3. 
o. Smith, 

1 3 I tJ i cl , ;J • I ':~ • 

,\evjval (Now York, 1S85), 
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regc.rd tu ~uh-di\i•ir:lin.:t 1:1r~ qlob"J into natic:n- t>t.::,tes-

the she8r nunb~r of ~roup~ and Eub-groupE is, in itself, 

dauntin•J; SC.'•Ib of theso groups are quite tiny and disU.nc-

Ucr1 botwJL'n r_lrc,u;)s and sub-(_Jroups i~ yuito difficult· Also, 

there is a problEm in unitin~ groups existing across borders. 

In c;Cldition t.o ti1i~, it is often presumed that 

solf-rletGrmin~ticn cannot be allcwed to disrupt tha 

s o v e r e L_, n t cl r r i t o r y o f t 11 ~ s t '-' t c o r U 18 p o l i t i c a 1 a n d 

geographical inteqr.it.y of thc1 sovoreirJn territory, no 

matter how ac~uiron, and no matlor how diverse th8 peoplR 

who occupy it. 11 Against tt:Je rjQht of seJ.f-rJE'b.:rrninat.ion, 

union, lo 5ta~p out rob2lli0n, to insu~c domestic tran-

quility dnd to defend the st~tg~ political and territorial 

integrity. What is self-ovicont to those desiring separ~

tism, h, treason to th8£;e in authority 11 •
14 ThcHO is thus 

a clash of rights - the 11 S 1:._,t~ has an indisputabl~ prera-

~ative ~nd duty to rlcfend its own existence, and the nation 

comes likewise, endowed with a ri~ht to overthrow the 

15 stc.te 11 • There thus, adses a. dilemma of tryinrJ to 

reconcjlc two contrc.dict."ory cunccptf> of seJ.f-det..H:ninc.ticn 

of nations; dnd, r:Js;::JOct for tho ini:CrJrit~)" of rnulti-e'thnic 

stat3s. 

The problr:r.1 is csp.:lcially acute o.nd complicated 

in the T~ird worlM, wh~re ~cographical border~ rarely 

seem to correspond to nJtional boundaries. The QBographical 

---·------
14 Walker Canner, n.10, p.12. 

15 ~upcrt ~merson, n.5, p.299. 



definition of countries in the Third Worl~ owus,oFten, 

far more to [urupeon e1npire-builc'ers than to ethnic 

homo •Junu it>'. 

of artificially demarcated territories, each, with its 

d .. l t· . t"t t· 16 T 1 . · own a m1n1s rJ 1ve 1n~ 1 u.1ons. hese mu t1-ethn1c 

st.JLJs face .:c:wtant threat of balkanization owing to 

tho fragitity and ~rtificidlity of state borders. As:: i-

1 i. l 3 t i o n o f , c r i n t :·: 'l r a t 1 on c r t. h cJ v a r i o us 2 t h n i c: rJ r o up s 

sL.:1tu, bJcOm.:!s a m-.tjo:r task ror U18 lawders of"" these 

n~wly emergent states. 

l11 the thir<i world, tho ,.JiobleM of state 

boundaries not coinciding with limits of n~ticnal 

self-consciousness, L:oviny within states, ethnic 

minorities that do not feel the same national alle-

giance and exclLding n~tional groups, beyond borders 

that do, is further conpounded by conflicts among 

ethnic groups within the state over power and resource 

distribution. 

·In-the Tnird World, in the post-independence 
-~-

era, etnnic Qroups within St6tes are emerging as compe-

titors for ~carce resuurces - econunic:, E;;ucL..tl cind poli-

tical. In the fileD of such comp~tition, group loyalties 

b~came more cohesive and people unite on the b~sis of 

raco, language, rolir;ion cr caste, or any other cohesive 

bond that excl~dos a pdrt of society. Ethnic co~munities 

have asserted thanselves an<i articulated their grievances 

in 'sons of the soil' movoments, demands for autonomy, 

16 Anthony u. Smith, n.12, p.136. 
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confoner·.tir:n cr •'v8n sncossion. l11 ~ ome C<:J:o cs, tho 

dem<..~nLJf.., rn<1y initiulJy bt:: urt.icul ted for redressal of 

economic grievances, but the momentum gathered may lead 
. 

to the demands becoming stronuur ilnd hdv~ often erupted 

into deman~s for secession. 

The problem of n0tion-building in the Third 

World is thus, two dim~nsi8n~l- one i~ the economic 

problem of rasourco di~tribution arnony groups within· 

the :Jtc:~to antl thn ot.h·Jr i~ tr1cJ problcJm of buildi..nq up 

the sentiment of naticnalism within the geographical 

boundaries or the State. The disparity between claims 

to nationhood <1nd political realities in 'new' nations 

ib one of the most visible problems of the present 

century. Political instability, milit~ry coups, sporadic 

guerrila warfare and subversion from outside are so many 

facets or consequonc3s of the central problem. 

Given the situation in the Third World today, 

\r x.btence of multi-ethnic Stc..tes), the conventional · 

~-Cd rch ror uuterrninant::; of nat iunality in history, ueo-

graphy, lanrJUdiJ8 and popul<Jr will, has po~;ed as many 

logical problems as it has resolved. In recant times, 

a more hopeful a~proach has been followed which connects 

the phenomenon of tho nation with such proces~es as 

'modernization' and 'social communication'. 

An important exponent of tho more recent 

definition of nationhood is Karl Deutsch, whose major 

~r2~i~u i~ th~t n~tionality is not inborn, but a process 

of soc io.1l ll~il rn inq and habit f '"'rilling·. ~~rly nationali~t~/ 

leaders Gf an emergGnt n~tion often assume tho axistencu 
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of a nation before it is created (e.g. Jinnah for Pakistan) 

nationalism has thus, often preceded the emergence of a 

nation or its ascent towards more perfect n&tionhood. Yet, 

the early nationalist will, in all sincerity, see in his 

programme an etfect rather than the cause of the existence 

of his nation. This has led to problems of nation-building. 

The concept of nation-building is of crucial importance to 

the Third World where consciously, policies have to be 

adopted to en~ourage or accelerate the process of develop-

ment. 

d . 17 . Accor ing to the Karl Deutsch, people speaking 

similar dialects anrl ~losely connected by ~eography~ eco-

nomic life and culture, developed a latent unity or pre-

disposition to nationhood and the combined process of 

social mobilisation and assimilation eventually turned 

them into consolidated peoples and nations. 

The more gradually the process of social 

mobilisation o~~Ur3,the more time there is for social 

and national assimilation to work. In the Third Wor1q, 

the break up of· old colonial empires has been particularly 

fast and t~e rise of unassimilated populations particul3rly 

strong. When all develQpment has to be squeezed into the 

lifetime of one or two generations, the chances fc~. assi

milation to work, are much smaller. The likelihood ·is 

greater that people will be precipitated into politics 

with their old languages, outlook on the world, tribal 

loyalties still largely unchanged: and, it becomes far 

more difficult to have them think of themselves as members 

of one new nation. 

17 Karl Deutsch, Nationalism and its Altern6tives 
( No w Yo r k , 1 9 6· 9 ) • p • 6 7 _ 
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Tn Ud! South f..::; ian countries, ethnic groups 

have, since in~ependJnce, in~reasingly organised them

selves and articuldted th8ir demunrle. Ethnic groups 

oxist ~cross boundaries while groups that have little 

in co~mon are bound together under one government. 

I n t u r e s t in g 1 y e r 10 u t:J t-1 , howe v c: r , c~ t h n i c demands a n d 

c::omputition uvolvc• in some fJfCups anL1 not in others. 

:..,,,,,,,] CJICups b·~crJm~3 prrH,rw;sivr:ly rnorr~· demanding competi

tive: an.J cunflicttJ<Jl. ::..uuU-. Asia ho:...., in lhH recent pat-t, 

witnessed a growing numbur of separatist movements. 

This crisis is c1oar1y manifested in a mu1ti-

e t r: n i c s t a t e 1 i k e P a k L t u n • A rnc.~ j o r t h r e a t t o t he 

stabiliLy of Pa.kist~n has beon fro;r. i.ntern<ll vio1cncr~ 

along ethnic identities. The Punjabis, Bengalis (pre-1971) 

Sindhis, E:lalud· c..nd Pakht.um> com.titute ethnic identities 

in Pakistani soc10ty. ~ach of tho Pakistani provincns 

:-. ;;r.-::.[nt::: a distinct n .. tidnality, which h<.;d suma sort 

ut' ~···l.:~;r ;j_,Jn oLd.c of il !; nwn b·~forn th rH·iti~;h CL rsqu' 

Jlt th . .; ti.n.J of inclcp,!rtrknt;u, thr. r.:ommon f.Jctor 011 which 

basis these provinces ware brnuqht together to form a 

new State, was religion. rldviny had no previous history 

of coexisting as one State, these provinces now had to 

be welded to~ether +c create a nation. 

Since independence, demands along ethnic lines 

have continuously boen artir.:ulatod in Pakistan. In 1971, 

the Eastern Wing of Pakistan seceded to form ~ang1adesh 

on grounds of Ben~alis being a distinct nationality. 

Though, ethnic demands have been voiced widely, in Pakistan, 

thi~ dissert~tion deals with the case of one province - Sind. 
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5 in d has , in tr; e p d s t , hu d a s <J v e r tJ i G n 5 t c, t e o f its own • 

H o we \1 e r , a t t h e t i m n o f i n d e p u n r : o r1c, 8 , S i n d h i l :.; ,::,. d c; r :-, o jJ t e d 

to join ~akist;Jn. iocJay, U·,,·re is a c;ompliC~lt8d and wide-

spread ethnic ccnflict and movement in SinL;. 

of thu 5indhis ran,Jc 1'rom dc.nancb for better op[Jortunities 

to demands for a sup.:.r:1te titulo. Hlso, thcne is a cont~lict 

between the Sinclhis ;1nci the ''"luh<Jjirs 1 (rcfugec::s from India 

at the time of independ8nce), ab well as a conflict between 

the 'old 1 Sindhis and 1 n~w 1 Sindhis. This dissertation 

would attempt ~o stu~y the situ~tion in Sind, its historical 

background; as well as the pr~sent stat~s. For Pakistan 

(as for any other cCJuntry in a sirnilcn tdtuJtjon) lL l:.., 

extremely important th~t th~ n.~tionJlity 4uastion ~e 

resolved. 

demands alonq ct~nic lines~ 

exp::riuncn of onG prcvjnce E,eceding (last Pakistan). If 

Pakistan is to survive as a St3te~ the n~tionalities 

qu8stion needs to be rusolvod. 
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CHAPTER II SINDHI ETHNICITY 

Pakistan, literally meaning 'Land of the Pure' 

is a predominantly Muslim State in the South Asian 

rayion. carved out of the Muslim majority states of 

British India, Pakistan came into existence in August, 

1947. The demand for a separate state for the Indian 

Muslims was first proposed by the poet-philospher 

Mohammed Iqbal, in his Presidential Address at the 

Annual session of the All India Muslim League in 1930, 

at Allahabad. Iqbal, speaking on the future course of 

Muslim politics in India, observed: 

n I w o u 1 d 1 i k e t o s e e the P u n j a b , NW FP , S in d 

and Baluchistan amalgamated into a single state. Self-

government within the British Empire or without the 
.) .) 

British Empire, the formation of~ consolid~ted North 

West Ir.dian Muslim State appears to me to be the final 

destiny of the Muslims at least of North west India 11 •
1 

However, it took a decade before the concept 

of a Muslim State was formally articulated as a specific 

political demand of the Muslim League in the form of 

the Lahore R.esolution at the Annual Session of the 

league on March 23, 1940, under the leadership of 

1 Jamil-ul-din Ahmad, Historic Documents of the 
t'l-usl-im Freedom Movement (Lahore, 19?0), p.121-137. 
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Mohammed Ali Jinnah. The Lahore Resolution, also known 

as the Pakislcn Resolution stated: 2 

11 Re~olved, thCJt it isQ.considered view of this 

sessi.on of the All India r.1uslim League that no constitu-

tionAl pl?n waul~ be wor~able in this country or acceft-

::ible to thE rv'uslims unless it is designed to follow b?.sic 

~.rincir:los, viz., thr•t ~eogrc:phic2lly contiguous units 

aro riomarcatod into regions wnich should be so constituted, 

with such territorial resdjustments as may be necesfary 

that the areas in which the !"luslims are numerically in 

a majority as in the North-western and Eastern zones of 

Indi?. shoulc be grouped to constitute 'Independent 

st,Jtes' in which the constituent units should be autono-

mous nnd sovereign". 

The demand for a separe.te state for ...,uslims 
was 

was based on the "Two f\'a t ions Theory" which Lelabo r2t ed 

into political and lcQal terminology by Jinnah as a 

counter argument to the view of the Indian National 

Congress which believed that all Indians~ irrespective 

of religion, race, 18ngu?.ge and caste, constituted a 

single political nationality. 

B etw eon 1 94 0 and 1 947, various fed era 1 schemes 

were considered for the setting up of an independent 

government of India. However, none of the schemes caul~ 

2 P.akistan Resolution, in, Manzooruddin Ahmad, ed., 
Contem_e_?rary P_a~,ist2n: Politics, Economy and S_gciety 
(Durtl;:l'rYi, ~JJrth Cor'Jlina, 198C) ,p~-s:-
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sdtisfy both th3 ..:on]ress c.tno the League. Consequently, 

on tha eva of partition, an interim government was set 

up, composed of ldaders of the Congress and tha Ledgue. 

However, this sch)~B could not prove successful and 

finally, unrjer tha l'tountbatten t-Jlan, India was partitioned 

into two sovereign states o~ India and Pakistan. Partition 

took place in the wake of' widespread communal riots 

leaoinrJ to mass mov~r.1ant of populc:..tions 'from India to 

Pakistan and vice versa. Thus, PaKistan came into existence 

as an inrlop3ndent Muslim State on August 14, 1947. The 

Government of India Act of 1935, with necessary modifications 

togeth8r with th~ IndepGnu~nce Act of India, wero adoptod 

as tho intGrim constitution of Pa~istan. Jinnah was 

sworn in as th~ first Governor General and Lia4uat Ali 

Khan as th.; first Prime f'~inister. The l·lembers of th:J 

t•lusli:n League, who wer~ elected rnemb3rs of the Constituent 

Assembly in the 1946 General Elections were organised 

into tho First .constituent Assembly of Padstan. In 

accordanca with tha Interim .:onstitution, a syste.n of federal 

parlidmentary aovernment was organized with its (F2ceral) 

ca,Jital at ·<arachi (Sind). 

The Stat8 of Pa~istan came to bo constituted 

of four distinct groups in tno :Jort!l UJust of India, 

w h i 18 t h o t:a s t e r n w i n g of P a -<is t c;1 n , co n s is t in g m<J i n l y 

of one ethnic group, was morG homogeneous. In the 

Wastorn Wing, th~ Punjabis, Sindhis, Baluch and Pakhtuns 

wera brought togethsr, while thJ Ectstern Wing was composed 
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mainly of the Oengal.;.s. The homogeneous (more or less) 

eastern wlng could not be integrCited with tho western 

Wing and it finally seceded from Pakistan in 1971 to form 

t he s t 8 t e o f 8 a n g 1 ad es h. 

The western Wing, however, continues to exist 

as 3 grouping of the four distinct ethno-linguistic 

groups. Oesuite the past forty years of independence and 

existence as one political unit, the·four main ethnic 

nroups of Pakistc:•n still perceive themselves as having 

dist.lnct identities of their m•n. Ethnic movements and 

conflicts have been occuring on the basis of claims of 

ethnic groups of being separate nationalities. In the 

nineteen-forties, Islamic nationalism had been the Pre

dominant sentiment, uniting the Muslim masses of the sub

continent. However, today, this Islamic identity has 

been overridden by ethnic identities, that are clai~ing 

their in~ividual nationalism an grounds for setting up 

sep<nate st<:Jtes. Tho Punjabis, Sindhis, Baluch and 

PaKhtun peoples h8Ve evolved over years of history anc 

thus; today, claim their past as grounds for c-pecial rights 

or in s orne cases independent existence. 

Ethnic movements have been, continuously, in 

existence in Baluch·.istan and the North-;Jest rrontier 

Province. In recent years, Sind, t~Jo, has seen the genesis 

and devolooment of an ethnic movement in thR province. 

It has been claimed by S indhi leaders that 5 ind is a 

separate nation/Pthnic group and as such, should have the 

right to shepe its own destiny. 
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Sind has existed as a separate entity from 

ancient times. The Aryons called the whole o.f present

day Pakistan, Kashmir and East Afghanistan 'Sapt-Sindhu' 

-the land of seven rivers. In the Rigveda it is referred 

to as 'Sapta-S indhwa 1 , whereas India is named Bharat 

V3rtc (the land of the sons of Rharat, the legendary 

Emperor) •.3 Thus, at the time of the Aryans, itself 

there were two distinct countries, Bharat varta and 

Sapt Sindhwa. The Assyrians in the seventh century BC 

knew the North-;Jestern part of the sub-continent as 

Sinda. 4 However, over the years, when India began to 

be called 'Hind' by Persians and Arabs, and 'Ind' by 

Creeks and Romans, the local people cant inued to call 

their la nc Sind. This distinction continued for centuries. 

Arab geo.graphers, historians, ;.nd travellers also called 

the entire area from the Arabian sea to the Kashmir 

mountains, Sind. As such, there were always two countries 

on the sub-continent - Sind and Hind. 

The ethnic name of the Sindhi nationality is 

related to the Sanskrit '5 indhu' i.e. (River'. used as 

a proper noun, the word meant the Indus river. 'Sindhu' 

5 literally meant an ocean, or a vast collection of water. 

3 D.L. Bash3m, The wonder That Was India (New. Delhi, 
1 96 7) ' p. 1. 

4 Yu. ~·· Gankovsky~ The Peooles of Pakistan: An Ethnic 
History (Moscow, 1971), P• 15. ~ 

5 Imperi?.l Gazette:cr of India, Vol. XXII P• 289, .in 
:~ankovsky, n.4, p.2Ll. 
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In antiquity, 'Sindhu' covered the territory of the 

lower part of the Indus valley. Originally, the country, 

Sindhu, was probably meant to include the lands on the 

right bank of the Indus in the present-day upper(no;rthern) 

S in d a n d t he S out he r n P u n j a b t o t h e W es t o f t he count r y, 

sauvira. It was probably, only in the First Century AD 

that Sindhu cGme to include also, the delta of the Indus. 

Archaeological evidence shows that man inh2Lited 

the territory to the north-western part of the -rndo-

Pakistan sub-continent, 11 as early as thP close of the 

first inter-glacial period 11 •
6 However, evidence regarding 

the earliest settlers in the area is not sufficient to 

trace their ethnic histor~·· Attempts to reconstruct 

the ethnic history of the area, begin at the dawn of the 

third millenium B.C., when the fir!'lt State formations 

arose in the valleys of the Indus and its tributaries. 

Thi.~ was one of the oldest human civilizations -the 

Indus Valley.Civilizationft-tarrappan Civilization. The 

H a rrapan C ivi lizat ion occupied a vast t err it ory stretching 

from the foothills of the Siwaliks to the Tapti R.iver 

in the South and from Quetta in the West to Bikaner in 

Rajasthan and Alamgirpur in the Upper Ganga-Jamuna ooab. 

The civilization was not uniform or stagnant, although 

it had a close-knit unity. Local cultural differences and 

1 . t. . d 7 pecu ar~ 1es ex1ste • 

6 ~ankovsky, n•4, P•. 23. 

7 K.M. Puri·, "Lot~al: An Indus Valley s'ite in SaurEJshtra" 
P• 51-71; B.B. L.al, "Anew Indus Valley Provincial 
capital", in,·Gankovsky, n.4, p.29, are quoted by 
Gankovsky,in support of this opinion. 
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The origin of the civilization has long been 

disputed. various scholars argued that it was not an 

indigeneous one, but had been brought to the Indus Valley 

by invaders from outside. The sources of the civilization 

have been traced to Indo-European people, as well as to 

Aryan tribes who penetrated into the Indus Valley in 

ancient times. It has even been called an eastern branch, 

or a provinci8l variFlnt of the Sumeri<'ln Culture.· 

The ethnic affiliation of the makers of Harappan 

Culture is still in dispute. The only fact that .seems 

clear is thot as late as the Fourth to the Third millenia 

BC, the population of the Indus valley was fairly uneven. 

Scholars claim the existence of southern Europoid, Proto

Australoid as well as Mongoloids. This indicates that 

tribes of different origin made up the nationality that 

created the Indus \Ialley Civilization. The language 

spoken by the people, has long, been presumed to belong 

to the Dravidian group. This is done on the basis of. 

indisputable rel8tionships between the Dravidian languages 

and those of ancient western Asia. Thus, the conclusion 

is that, in antiquity, there must have been territorial 

contact between soea:kers of th(3Se languages. 

The next known inhabitants of the Indus Valley 

region were the lndo-Aryana. It has often been stated that 

the Aryans had destroyed the Harrappan Civil·ization and 

had drastically chnnged the ethnical map of the sub

continent, overn.ight. However, studies in archaeology 

show that the urban centres of the Indus Valley did not fal: 
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all at once. A number of cosE:c· of continuity are f 'und 

betweon the HAra~nan culture and th2t of the tribe~ th~t 

r e p 1 ~1 c e d it • T h i.s s h o t.J ~ t h at t h e com in g o f t h ·~ A r y a n s 

did not always take tho form of military inroads, in 

wh~ch the original inhobitents were driven out.
8 

Moreover, 

the S'1cLl org ... niz<Hi.Jn of the Rig Vedic Aryans .does 

not ~~ow thP level of social and military organization 

and unity of will, end action, required to invade the 

vast territory strewn with p~pulous and well fortified 

cities. It ic more likely that there were successive 

wnves of Indo-Europe<:'ln invaders into tile north ... JO~itr:rn 

r<:rt of tho sun-continent, and the process began in tne 

s~cunrl millonium ~C and 1~::-~ed for about a millenium. 

A likely inlet through which proto-Ind~-Aryan 

tribes made their way into the Indus Valley was across 

South ue~t and South Afghz·nistan- where the Rolan pass 

ncirnitted them to up~er Sind and the GomPl Pass and the 

Khyber Pdss, into the Punjab. As the proto-Indo-Aryan 

tribes move~ eFJ~·twordf;, their rel8tionship with the 
../:o l\ 

kindrPd r,Huto-I runian tribes ca111<.~ :Jt(.Jp-:'1'·. Tht:s Indo-l:&.·anian ... 
com:wnity gr:u:w,lly rJi~·intPl]rPtPd and independent Iranian 

Ap.lrt from the f;rmcd conflicts between the 

newcomerf and the indigen~us population, there W8re also 

peaceful contacts between them. In such a situation, 

8 s.Pio .. 'lot, 11 Prehist!ric- Tndj;'l", p.223, in ,... l L ... , .. ,~ln<OV~~<y, 
r .. l~ t r: • Lt .,:, • 
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while some groups of local population kept their own 

forms of organization, others entered into the tribal 

organization of the Aryans. The result of the diverse 

social, cultural-historical contacts between Aryan tribes 

and the local pre-Indo-European population was that a 

new Indo-Aryan ethnic community began to arise in the 

Central areas of the northern part of the Indian sub-

continent in the second half of the second milleniurn BC -

a process completed by the first millenium BC. The 
-t'ne.. 

formation ofLI ndo-Aryan ethnic community smoothed out the 

differences between the components that comprised it. 

In the ethno-linguistic sphere, the establishment 

of the Indo-Aryan ethnic community manifested itself in 

the rise of a number of kindred Indo-Aryan dialects,. which 
. 

ousted the local languages of the indigenous popul~tions. 

This totAlity of dialects was the «stem-language" from 

which the Indo-Aryan languages of today, grew. 

Though th~re is a lack of sufficient souTce 

material regardinQ the ethn)genetic processes underway 

in the first half of the First millenium BC, it has however, 

been established that this period is characterized by 

rna jar shifts in the ethnog enes is of the pea ple of this 
9 

area. Some Indo-Aryan nationalities and tribes arose 

as a result of a process of synthesis of the local pre

Indo-European and Indo-Arygn el~ments. Each group of 

tribes and nationalities evolved as a result of a prolonged 

9 Gankovsky, n.4, p.S?. 
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co-habitation of a vast and relatively enclosed geographicaJ 

reg ion. Genetic ties and intercourse cant r ibuted to the 

growth of cultural and linguistic unity among the national-

ities and tribes comprising these groups. 

. t d. h 1 0 d t. f th f. t AncJ.en In 12 sources a J.ng rom e J.rs 

milleni~m BC, give evidence of the existence of a few 

dozen political units - 11 Jan~pads 11 · existing on the northErn 

part of the sub-continent. The population of each 

'Janapad' possessed a distinct territorial and cultural 

unity, which manifested itself in the customs~ patterns of 

behaviour and religious beliefs associated with the cult 

of local dieties. The population of each 1 janapad 1 al~o 

had its own language or dialect. Thus, by the middle of 

the first millenium BC, a group of tribes and nationalities 1 

speaking hindered dialects of north-western Pritkrit, 

emerged in the north-western part of India. 

A major inf' lu-ence on the ethnog enes is of the 

people of the north-western part of the Indian sub-conti-

nent was the coming of invaders. The first invasion 

was by Alexander, who reached the borders of Indi.a in 

the spring of 327 GC. It took Alexander's army two more 

years to overrun the territory from the Indus basin to 

the banks of the 8 eas. The victorious invader diu ided 

his territories in India into three 'Satrapies• and made 

them part of his domain, until after his de2th, Chandra-

gupta Maurya overthrew Creek rule on both sies of the 1 ndus, 

10 panini, 11Ashtadhyayi" IV,I, 148; IV, 2,76; IV,2,118, 
1,177, Gankovs~y, _n.4, p.57. 
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The Hellenistic culture excercised immense 

influence on the civilization of the north-western part 

of the Indl.an sub-continent. Town-planning, Greek l2nguage 

way of life, writing, culture ) tradition, craftsmanship 

and artistic techniques were all brought to these areas. 

However, Greek influence was limited to the major trade 

and politico-administrative structures, While the local 

people continued to speak the vernacular, confessing local 

cults and following local cultural traditions. 

In the mid-second and early first centuries BC, 

north-western India fnced another wave of invaders - the 

Sakas. The advPnce of the Sakas into the subcontinpnt 

rc.n simultai'\eous with the resettlenJBitt-of some of the Saka 

tribes in the newly conquerred lands. 

In the latter half of the Fifth Century, AD, 

the territory of the north-western part of the sub-

r;ontinent bccHme a part of n new barbarian St3te -the 

empire of the C hionit es or Ephtalit es, after the fall of' 

the Kushan empire. In the t'Qurth and the first half of 

the Fifth Century the Chionites clashed with the Sassanid 

Iran; the Chionites were defeated and their westward 

advance pndcd. It was only in the middle of the Fifth 

century that the le2ders of the· Chionites launched a new 

series of war campaigns against the states of the Indus 

valley. 

Candh.'lra. 

Ely the end of the Fifth Contury, Torc::mana, a leader of 

the CLlur ·~~e~; suhjug;~ted, Punjab, Sind, Rajasthan and the 
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Ganga-Jamuna Qoab. The inro8dS of the Chionites in the 

basin of the Indus led to the miQration of some of the 

tribes of the Chionite empire into the lands under the 

Chio~ite rulers,·and this, to a cert~fin extent changed .. 

the ethn~c character of the territorie~ under the Chionite -

[phtalites. (The Chionite Empire finally c'eclined <'I "wnd 

t he m i d d 1 e o f t h e S ix t h C e n t u r y) • 

The ethnogenesis and ethnic chare.cter of· the 

Chionites-Epht<'lites is not very clear. A number of 

scholars like R.N. erye and A.~. Sayili and J. ~arguart 

are of the opinion that they were Turks. f". Alt_heim, 

identif'ies the Ephtalites with 'Kidarites', whom he conclu

des to be western Huns. He says that the Eph't3lites were 

Tu rkis h-s peaking Huns, who headed a con federation of 

Iranian tribes of the Chionites and later underwent 

"I re.nization". This view is supported by other writers 

like W.fV1. ~acgovern, s. Konow, E. Enaki.'Gankovsky, too 

~nncludc~~ on the basis of available evidence, that 

Eph,talites were a confederation of East-Iran ian tribes. 11 

The ethnogenesis of the Sindhis can be traced 

back to these kindred Indo-Aryan nationalities and tribal 

unions. In the second century 8C, and the fifth century 

AD, fragments of the Saka-Massagetae and Chionite-Ephtalite 

tribes took part in the ethnogenesis of Sind. 

The dawn of history reveals an Aryan dynasty 

in power in Sind. In the r·1ohabharat, (Twelfth or thir

teenth c8ntury BC) Jayadrath~ the .. King of Sind appears 

11 Gankovsky, n.4, p.9C. 
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as a partisan of thl:l pandavas against the Kauravas. 

The next historical mention of Sind is found. in about 

575 SC during the time of the Archaemenian :Jynmity, and the 

Alexnnderian period -during both of which times, Sind was 

12 considered rich and prosperous. 

The Alexandrimperiod was followed by that of 

the Maurayas w"hose fall brought in the Gxeeco-Sactrians 

(Second Century SC). They ·ruled over the whole of present-. 

day p a k is t a n , w it h t h e i r c a p it a 1 a t T ax i 1 a • T h e i r co ins 

are.. still found in the old towns of sind. The Craeco-

Bactrian period wa:3 followed by thc:tt of ScythiAn (Sakn) 

invasion in the First Century BC. The Sakas S£ltt1ed in 

Sind in such ~numbers that Sind Cclme to known as Indo

Scythia, and even today, a large portion of the population 

13 is Scythian, and not Aryan. 

The First Century witnessed the arrival of 

Kushans, who along with. the sakes and later Parthians 

ruled over present day Afghanistan and Pakistan for about 

four centuries, from Peshwar. In the Fifth century AD, 

an invasion by the Huns surpassed all previous records 

in its int en&ity end vastness. This invasion us he red 

in the Rajput era which lasted until the Seventh Century 

AD in Sind, until Tenth Century in Punjab and the NWFP, 

and until the end ofthe Twelfth century in northern 

India. 

12 Ahmed Abdulla, Historical Rackground of Paki~tan an~ 
It!': PeoiJle (Karachl, Juno 1973), p.97 

13 Gazetteer of the province of Sind, in, Ahmed Abdulla 
12 97 ' n. ' p. 

' 
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Sind's in':letJ .mc!cmt history bug ins .nore or less, 

with the coming of t•!ohammed- Bin- <..Jas irn. Before the latter's 

arrival in India, the Rajputs ware ruling Sind dnd th~ 

r~st of north~rn India. 

Ra j put r u lor of S in d b:..:: for 0 Is l21 m i c r u 1 e • Aft.:. r iia j a 

Ch .... mberl.Jin l:hach, wha ruled Sin• 1 for c.oLuut sixty oight. j8drs 

from 632-?GG AD. His son Dd~ir wa~ th~ r~lor of Sind when 

::lohamiH:Jd-E3in--.;as im arrived her.3 in 7·11 AD. 

Surveying sea expeditions, by Arabs, to the north-

wostern co.::.st of Jndi_<;~ h lfJull in thu ldttor hi:J.lf of tho 

5avi3nth :2ntury AD. Tho invasion of Sincl b.Jg(J.n in thu 

y3ar 711 AD, when in thLC cours.J of two yoc..rs, the a:rrnies 

of :'loharnf'led Bin Qasim (leader oF th:J Cc..liph Walid) over-
w 

came tha resistance of the native ;Jrinces .:;,.nd rcc.ctwd as 

far as ,·iulta·n. The inJasiO.:l of Sinrl was m:.;de eJsi.:Jr, sine...; 

a major portion of th..:: local population which was tludd:1ist, 

O;Jposod th.J Hindu rulPrs ~nd symp:.:tthis::~rl with tho invGders 

and :Jvcn h:::lp.:rl thum cross th:J Indus. 

For forty years aft~r the invasion, the vice-r..::gents 

of th8 C:nrnad/U~C3yyad Caliphs rulGd tho country until the 

Abbasids oust~o tham in 750 AD. The vicorEgents of Sind, 

during this pdriod, b~came really sovereign, recognising 

the suzar'-inty of tho rightBous rulErs just, nominally. 

By the boginning of thB Tenth century, the north3rn territory, 

overrun by tho Ar6bs, got isolatod into an independent 

feudal princi~dlity ·with ~ultan as tho capital~ 
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This Arab invasion of Sind, was accompanied 

by the spread of rslam in the region. The local Buddhists 

who felt persecuted, took to Islam especially eagerly. 

AS eer~; as the end of '.h'3 Tenth Century, the bulk of 

the population seems to have riome to profess the new 

religion. The conquerors also brought with them, their 

own language;which became the l;~nguage of administration 

and cult. 

The Arab invasion of Sind also prompted the 

feudalization of Sindhi society, which, as a process had 

begun in pre-Islamic times. The Emirs of Sind dealt 

out land generously, to military leaders, favourites 

and Muslim theologians. Gradually, the conquerors 

fused with the local landlords, who had b~nn converted 

to Islam, thus)giving rise to a ruling stratum of the 

feudal classes. The function of Islam as an effective 

instrument for the development and strengthening of 

feudal relationships in the middle ages, contributed 

to the diffusion of Arabic as the language of t~e dominant 

official groups. 

After 750 AD, Sind remained, de facto,· a 

sovereign State upto 1591. It was only in the second 

quarter of the Eleventh Century, that the country was 

under the control of the Ghaznivides. However, already, 

by 1054 AD, the native leaders of the Sumra~ dynasty had 

re~tored the sovereignty of Sind. Predominance of 
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settled -farming economy in these areas helped the nascent 

S indhi ethnic community to co nso lide1t e and come into its 

own, rather rapidly. 

P redomins nee of 2. sovereign s indri feudal 

state, connected to the rest of the sub-continent, 

comparatively weakly, had already come into existence. 

The loose links with the rest of the subcontinent and 

its continued existence as a sovereign state, speeded up 

the consolidation of its population into one single 

feudal nationality. The centres of ethnic consolidation 

of populr:~tLm were the Indus delta, the Southern parts 

of the Indus :valley, immediately adjacent to it, i.e. 

the economically most developed areas where the country•s 

major, administrative-political, economic and cultural 

centres were situated. The predominance of settled 

farming economy in these areas undoubtedly helped the 

nascent Sindhi ethnic community to consolidate and develop 

l't'P idly. 

Ay the end of the eighth century ~vself, the 

populc.·cion of Sind was recognised, in the other are8S 

of India at that time, as possessing its own peculiar 

anthropological character, spiritual makeup and language. 

~~uslim writers of the tenth century and Eleuenth Century 

referred to the special language and script of the Sindhis, 

marking the d~stinction between Sind and other parts 

of the svb-continent. Al Istakhri wrote, "The l3nguage 

of the inhabitants of' (Vlansurah <?.nd Multan e1nd th£:, <1re<'~s 

;,djecent to the:n is Arabic CJnC SindhiJe1nd tho langu;jgo 
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k . • II 14 of the inhabitants of Ma ran l.S Persl.an • A 1-8 irw i, 

in his enumeration of the alphabets in use in India 

during his time, notes the alphabet of the S indhis as 

Saindh<3Va. Other writers like Nizam-ul-Mulk (Siasat 

~:amah pg. 167); r,bu-1-Fazal Beihaqi (Tarikh-i-filasudi 

pg. 46, 47 and 57); Ibn Hauqal (Kitab-al-!Vlasalikwa-i-

~1analik pg 155); 2ll distinguish between Sind and India 

when listing the individu;:·l countries of west and South 

Asia. 

During the late stage of their e\hnogenesis 

in the Fifteenth century and Sixteenth century, the 

Sindhis assimilated separate Baluchi tribes, who had come 

into Sindh from the West and North west, and also some 

of the Jat clans who hod moved from South Punjab. As a 

result of the Baluchi participation in the process· of 

S indh i et hnog enes is, lower s· ind in the late middle ages 

saw the revival of the traditions of clan life even among 

settled popul2tions (The Baluchis still had a steady 

survival of the clan org~nisation). Also, concepts and 

traditions of the caste. system, basic to Hinpuism, still 

lingering among the Muslim section of the SindhisJcontri

buted to the perpetuation of the close-unit clan partitions 

Even at the close of the Eighteenth century and be~inning 

of the Nineteenth century the Sindhis were divided into 

more than two hundred clans. 

1L~ Al Istakhri, 11 Kitab Masalik Al-Monialik" p. 177 in 
Gankovsky, n.4, p. 95. 
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Aft t:~.r A;) 7 50 • Sind had remained a de-facto 

sovereign state. only in the second quarter of the 

Eleventh century, the country was under the control of the 

Ghaznivides, but the native Sumra~ dynasty restored 

sovereignty to Sind. Attempts by the Delhi Sultans to 

conquer Sind came to grief and only in 1591 did the l"'ughal 

ruler Akbar manage to annex Sind to Delhi. 

Decline of central power. during the period 

of the lnst Mughals, rendered Sind open to foreign invaders •. 

In 1739, the troops of Shah Nadir Shad Afshar overran 

Sind. After the assassination of Nadir, Ahmed Shah 

Ourrani conquered Sind, gradually, during the period 1748-

1750. An Afghan viceregent was installed in Shikarpur 

and Lower Sind's ruler of the 'Kalhoro' dynasty becarre a 

vassal of the Afghan Shahs. The attempts made by Kalhoros~ 

in 1753 to overthrow the power of the Afghans was sup::ressed 

by force; in 1757 the conquest of Sind was ackn'Jwledged 

by Alamgir II. 

In 1778, an internecine war between Kalhoro 

ruler of'· Sind and the feudal nobility of the 8aluch tribe 

1Talpur 1 broke out. The Talpurs were victorious and they 

ousted the Kalhoros and carved Sind into a number of 

small feudal principalities. The refusal of the Talpurs 

to pay tribute to the ourrani Shahs led to f'requent 

incursions by the Afghan troops {1779,1783, 1786,1794 and 

1808). 

Incursions, internal feuds and strife affected 

Sind. The irrigation system fell to ruin with the acreage 
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of arable l~nd shrinking and trade declining. The period 

of the Talpurs was ch~r~clerized by a decline of urb2r 

life and many of the Sindhi cities became demi-Agrarian 

by then. Tr8de and craft were, however, on the upgrade 

in some major cities. Artisans were mainly engcged in 

processing of a~ricultural raw products and merchants 

were engaged largely in externel trade. Trade and money-

lending sere concentrated in the hands of the local 

Hindu tre.dir1g-:-usury clasf;es/castes. [Vluslims were the 

p~incipal producers of crafts such as weaving, dyeing, 

tanning and metal works. 

As a result of the extensive influence being 

w~eleed by the numerous and wP.althy Muslim theologians, 

on all aspects of tho country's life, Islam came to be 

r e cog n is e d as the S t 2 t e r e 1 i g ion o f S in d • 0 n t h 'e o t h c r 

hand, political instability and economic chaos at the end 

of the Eighteenth century stimulated the spread of 

mysticel sentiments and the growth of &ufism which spread 

throughout Sindhi society. "The most authoritative of 

Sufi orders of Sind were Ha1a1iya, Qadiriy<=~, 1\!aqshbandiya, 

~~hrawardiya and Chistiya•1}sic_7. Of these Jalaliya 

was· dominant, largely ~the territory of Sind itself, 

while the others operated in various regions in India., 

as well as beyond the Indian frontiers. Hindus and 

Muslims were both followers of the same Pirs. 

Aythis time, the Sindhi langunge had also 

developed. The lc:1nguage derives from late Prakrit Vradacha
1 

15 cankovsky, n.4, p.97. 
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which related, Indo-Aryan tribes and nationalities 

inhabiting Sind ami the South Western areas of Punjab 

in the mid-first mill8nium AD, spoke. The core of 

Sindhi WC'lS the Southern dialects which the Indo-Aryan 

populc:tion of Lower Indus spoke. The vocabulary of. 

Sindhi was enriched through borrowings from Arabic at 

the time of the Arab invasions and later from 'Farsi'. 

Literature .:.n S indh i waR al r e:J rl y in progress 

in Sind in the Seventeenth Century and Eighteenth Century, 

which implied a consolidation of Sindhi nationnlity, 

manifest among other things in a developed sense of ethnir 

unity Bnd in thr desire of thGprogressive section of the 

feudal intellectuals t~ turn their vcrnaculnr into a 

native literary language. The efforts made by the advanced 

persons of the time, to write in a language clear to 

the comn1on folk, a~.so in turn, had a positive effect 

on the development of Sindhi ethnicity. 

'Lari', a dialect of the most developed section 

of tho country 'Lar', constituted the basis of literary 

Sindhi. Amant] the most renowned poets and writers of 

the time, writing in Sindhi were Sayid Abdul Karim, 

Mohammed Hashim, ~ukhdum Abdullah Nariyawaro and finally 
J 

Shah Abdul Latif. 

The next stnge in the history of Sind anrJ the 

development of Sindhi ethnicity was the period under 

British rule/the colonial era. In 1843, Sir Chorles 

Napier conquered Sind anc the province was annexed to 

the (lritish empire. Sind was now made a port of the Bombay 

Presidency. 
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However, tht: S indh thc.:t the British annexed to 

their colony of India was a distinct geoi?c-aphical and 

linguistic unit with a developed sense of awareness of 

culture, customs and traditions, having the basic require-

ments of nationhmod. As early as 1913, there was already 

talk of s epa rat ion of Sind from the Bombay Presidency • 

The issue was raised fcir the first time by Harchandrai 

Vishindas, as Chairman of the Reception Committee of the 

Karachi Session of the congress .. However, it was only on 

April i, 1936, th8t Sind, as a separate province.c~me 

into existence. 

Sind had, by this time, already established a 

distinct cul-cure that had a history unique to itself. 

The Sindhi language hnd existed and survived the onslaught 

of various conquerors, but "has remained pure and unsullied~ 16 

The Arabs used their language as the court language, and 

the Mughals used Persian. However, Sindhi continued.to 

exist and the only effect felt was that 8 few Arabic and 

Persian "words came to be used; however S indh i survived 

all these onslaughts and even prosperedwith the passage 

of time, adding more and more of worth anc substa6ce to 

itself. 

The 'Sindhi' people are a result of the centuries 

of integration of Orcwidians, r ·-yan, Semetic and Mongoloid 

races and others, who in families and tribes settled in 

this land. Samaats, Rajputs~ Luhanas, Muhanas and clans 

16 G,fl'l, Syedt, Case for S indhudE..sh , (Bombay, "1984,. 
p. 32. 
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of Pathans, Baluch and Arabs have all contribute9 to 

the creation of the common culture of Sind. Age-old 

relations, common needs and requirements of life, int~n-

mingling and inter-marriage, dependence on common means 

and sources of livelihood, have all contrihuted to the 

levellling of the initial differences among them. All 

these elements in the course of time, fell into a pattern, 

adopting a common tongue, dre~~, folk traditions, rsligious 

approach, social customs and behaviour and developed a 

17 nationai complexion di~tinctly, Sindhi, in nature. 

Qurinq the period under the British s l]Onial 

rule, Sindhi identity was , to some extent, recognised. 

Sindhi was declared to be the official language 

of the province, to be used 

and low'er d iv is ion courts. 

in schools, loc2l e1dminist r:Jt io1 
A standard script for Sindhi 

language was developed. Sindhi prose and poetry made 

considerable progress. Even novels were written inS indhi, 

Sindhi nationality was, at this stage, well developed 

and not comparable to the backward state of the surrounding 

nationalities. 

However, despite this developed sense of 

nationalism, at the time of independence from British rule, 

17 More details regarding the customs, traditions and 
cu~ture of Sind are available i~ Richard F. Burton, 
"S ~ndh and the Races that I nhab~t the Valley of the 
Indus", Karachi 1973 (Reprint of the first publica-

. tion in England in 1851). 
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Sindh opted to join Pakistan. AS early as 1938, the Sind 

Legislative Assembly passed the pre-pakistan resolution. 

In 1943, the Assembly passed the pakistan Resolution. 

Explanations have been given for this phenomenon. 

One explanation is that along with Sindhi 

consciousness·, a parallel consciousness developed under 

the special circumstances of colonial rule under the 

British. S1..1bjection to a ccml'll·Jn alien rule, or conflict 

with a common enemy, can often, bring different people 

closer, to one another. This produces a common consci:.Jus

n es s b o r n as a r es u 1 t o f a c om m on s t rug g 1 e • I n I n d i a , 

the common colonial experience succeeded in welding 

together the uarious nationalities of the sub-continent, 

giving them a feeling of common suffering and common 

goals. This produced the Indian nationalism. 

However, as time went by, until now, subdued 
, 
nationalities started asserting themselves and in the case 

of the Muslim minority of India, "Muslim nationalism" 

was born, WGich gave rise to the demand for 'Pakistan' 

a separate homeland for the Indian Muslims. 

Though, K.R. Malkani says that 11Sindhi Muslims 

were asking for partition because other ~Wslim~ were also 

doing so, and because the Hindu$ were seying "~!o" 18 , 

there was, in fact, in Sind>a strong material basis for 

joining in with the demand for pakistan. After separation 

of Sind from Oombay Presidency in 1936, Sind found .its 

political freedom, economic prosperity and cultural 

18 
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growtt-: ..:hcckrnnted at ho'Tlo 8nd l.: .. rgely, misconceivint: ti1e 

sit·_;z-'tion, hc.;ld the "Hindu vested interests" to be 

responsible for it. Moreover, the landlord cl3.ss in 

Sind, 8fter its experiences as part of the Bombay Presi-

dency, renli3ed that independent Indi<=l, with a congress 

le..Jdership could not avoid drastic land reforms. The 

o~err)iniJ r·usll1n mi::Jdlu-cL.ss foced stiff competition at 

home fr)m the Hinduc>, who were already firmly entrenched 

in the governnent and educational services, as well as 

other white-coll2r professions. The ~1uslim peasantry, 

tou, was pitted against, l2rgely, Hindu moneylenders, 

who urab~Jed near.:y 2.5 million acres of land of the 

pC"'·. ·.nt"'., ;ts well as of the l.::ndlords. The per>sants hoped 

- thr: LXit of the Hindus woulc' . .rovide ther1 sume relief. 

Accoruin, to GM Syed, Sind strove to gain 

Pakist2n witl1 a view to attaining two main objectives: 

\\ 1. ) 1 . [StCJb 1shment of a separCJtP st0te of tho 

local r:uslim mnjority areas in tho Indi<=ln sub-continent, 

with <1 view Lo provide them with full opportunities for 

prOtjross c1nd c.iovc:lopnLnt, in .::ccordance with the ways 

and l. r.· c;;. t i _,m; tJ f t.heir life. 

ii) Promotion <~nd ost:-1tlishment of rr.utu,'l 

' . ,,1) 
( I : • ~: ' · <' . ' ·• 9 1' U ,J t h • 

1 9 c.~.-.• Syed: ".0. c<1D e for Sind~urlr.>shtt p.2 
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~"us lim nation~listic consciousness in Sind 

and support for paki~t~n was conditional upon the autonomy 

and sovorci::;nti.y of sind as envisaged in the 1940 Muslim 

Le31JUO Rc,...olution. c.:·. Syod says that the sole reason 

fJ:· p2rticip~tion in tho pa~istcn movement was the 

cnambiguou~ly decl~r8d objective of the leaders as 

dGfinod in the L<-';Jf8 Resolution (of 194U) of the rruslim 

L -.... :, ..... c , t J f ..J u n d 11 in d ~ tJ end en t and s o v e rei g n s t ~. t c ~ " in t !-> c 

r .. :.:li'Tl Plajnity pr·Jvinces of the Indian sub-continent. 

HOtJr·ver, whatever, the reasons, Sind at tho time 

of indep£Jndonco, came to constitute one of the pr:winces 

of the new state of Pakistan. Under the Pakistani. 

lez•dership, the 'dUf>lim naLion<1listic consciousness in Sind, 

h::.:s over th2 yearf: tnken n backseAt, and Sindhi nation2lisrn 

t,.JS t: .. ergr·(. ~ue to various rreeeons (to be discussocl 

l:ter), th(! Sinohi p:"oplc: h;:we becorr~s conscious of t:.heir 

. , L ~ . 
~t. ~r .. :.·:·rr.~·cr. r·l"'lc;ry :·nc' ctr.no-l:nguistic devnloctnt r:L. 
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CHAPTER III - T~£ CASE FOR SINDHU DESH 

On Ma; 20th, 1988, the Sindhi nationalist leaders 

formed a broad-based alliance in the name of Sindh Quami 

Ittehad (Sind National Alliance) to struggle for the 

restoration and pr3servation of Sindh's politi=al, econo

mic, cultural and national rights. The formation of the 

SNA was announced by the veteran Sindhi nationalist leader 

'G.:'l. Syed, who presided ov~H a meeting of representatives 

or:~/ llliJ•tllh,d ltlllll .11 IJ\-, nlt• ldU111:U ln !ldl'l rtUul' lfydilt'dllad 

(Sind). 

Analysing the forty years of existence of 

Pakistan, G.~. Syed felt that Sind had gradually been 

turned into a colony and he had come to the conclusion 

that Pakistan could not continue as a State and it was 

hiij:i time that Sindhu Dash was liberated. 1 

An eight-point Charter pledge to start a 

peaceful struggle was adopted. A struggle is to be 

launched against the influx of population from other 

provinces and countrion, to prevent construction of 

military cantonnents in Pannu, Afil, Badin, Khesar and 

other areas o~ Sind, as it amounts to "colonisation of 

Sind". The struggle is also to be for distribution of 

river waters on the basis of the 1945 agreement between 

the provinces. Other points on which the new alliance 

will struggle include, release of all political prisoners 

in Sind, declaring Sindhi as the national language, 

handing over of oil, gas, coal and other minerals "to 

Sind and employment of locals on these facilities. 

----------·--· --- --·---------
1 ~~di~~xy~-~ (New Delhi), 21 May, 1988. 



The SNA today, symbolises what, until now, 

G.~. Syed has symbolised - the frustrations and aspira

tions of the Sindhis. In the year 1943, G.M. Syed had 

been instrumental in getting the Pakistan resolution 

passed in the Sind Assembly. But now Syed says that 

the Pakistan movement was a "collective madness" - a 

11 doath-wish of the ,flus lims of the Indian sub-cant inent 11 • 

His greatest desire now is to 'amend his blunder of 

taking Sind into Pakistan 1 •
2 To this end, G.M. Syed 

has been leading the 1Jiye Sind' movement. 

'Jiye Sind' was not, originally, the slogan 

of G. ··1. Syed, but that of Hyder Bakhsh Jatoi, a poet, 

who had written a poem with that title. With the impo

sition of the II One-Unit system113 in October 1955, and 

the banning of the peasant movement in Sind, its leader, 

Jatoi, had composed a poem entitled 'Jiye Sind' - this 

was the first time that this word was used. Soon, Sindhi 

language and its teaching was restricted to the primary 

school level; writers and intellectuals tried to protest 

and Sindhis began to use the term 'Jiye Sind' as a 

salutation instead of the traditional Islamic words. 

At this stage, an anti-one-unit system was functioning. 

At the suggestion of a few leaders, the name of this 

movement was changed to 'Jiye Sind Movement •. 4 

2 

3 

4 

Syed Ziaullah and Samuel Said, Pakistan : An End 
w1t~out a Beginning (New Delhi, 1985), p.5. 

The one-unit system entailed the abolition of 
provinces in West Pakistan, i.e. Sind, Baluchistan, 
the North west Frontier Province and Punjab ceasad 
tn ·x: ._ as irvHvir1udl fedurdting units and cam9 to 
':.le unitl~d to for1·1 'une-Unit 1 • 

'1d$D01 Baksh Palejo, In an interview. 
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The 'Jiye Sind 1 movement has, today, spread to 

every village and town of Sind, making Sindhis 

conscious of their. cultural heritage and of their enor

mous economic potential. What led to this awareness of 

Si~dhi nationalism and consciousness of Sindhi identity? 

It is widely felt by the Sindhis, that soon 

after tne establishment of Pakistan - "a cruel drama 

began to unfold before the simple masses of Sind". 5 

It is alleged that all properties, government jobs, 

business enterprises, left over by the Hindus in Sind, 

were grabbed by the incoming refugees (Muhajirs) from 

India. The attitude of the 11 Muhajirs" was seen by the 

Sindhis as being that of war victors - "claiming that 

they had conquered Pakistan for them and that they would 

bu thl~ rulers". 6 The locals were treated worse than 

they had been under Hindu domination a~d in the pre

partition days. Their language, culture, and history 

were looked down upon and considered inferior. Urdu 

language and Urdu culture (both imported), pressed the 

claim to be the language and culture of Pakistan. The 

Sindhis, found the new situation difficult to adjust to. 

The Sindhis had strived to gain Pakistan with 

a view to attaining certain objectives. The Muslim 

upper classes of the Muslim majority provinces had 

convinced the Muslims to join the movement for Pakistan. 

The Sindhis, too, joined the struggle for Pakistan with 

a vi~w to attaining t~e following : 

5 G .1~1. Syed, A r.. , e _!'_t?_~~hudes~ ( 8ombay:. 19 85), p. V. 

6 Ibtrl, p.V. 
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"Establishment of independent sovereign ~uslim 

States in their provinces; 

Introduction of a way of life in those States 

in full accorda nee with the injunct ions of Is lam and i_F"

holy traditions of the Prophet; 

Freedom of the Muslims of these province~ from 

the real or imaginary economic domination of the non-

Muslims, i.e. the Hindus; 

Establishment of unity of all theM us lim coun

tries, with Pakistan as the hub centre of the chosen 

brotherho~d 11 • 7 

The Pakistan that came into existence in 1947 

comprised five distinct linguistic groups (the Bengalis, 

the Sindhis, the Baluchis, the Pakhtuns and the Punjabis) 

wit~ a developed sense of national pride in their language, 

culture, history and tradition, that had to be hammered 

out into a single integrated culturaland political entity, 

that could inspire faith and unity among these groups. 

The only binding force between these five lingustic groups 

was religion. The theory of separate nationhood ~f Muslims 

had been built up and used to fight for a separate State. 

Once the Muslims of the sub-continent had achieved 

their homeland in the form of Pakistan, a number of problems 

ar~se in the course of the adjustments required for settle

ment in the new State. In the province of Sind various 

problems arose, that have now come to be articulated_as 

grievances against the Pakistani State. The first preble~ 

arose regarding the incoming refugees from India. These 

7 Ibid, p. 4. 
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'Muhajirs' had to be settled in Pakistan which meant 

that land and job opportunities had to be given to them. 

This naturally, led to a loss for the Sindhis, in the 

same areas (i.e. land and jobs). Also)Sind faced an 

influx of migrants from the other provinces of west 

Pakistan. Therefore, the first area of discontent for 

the Sindhis became the loss of 'their' land- to both 

~uhajirs as well as other Pakistani ethnic groups. 

SETTLING OF tVJIGRAI\JTS ON SINDHI LAND 

Once Pakistan came into existence, and the 

transfer of populations between India and Pakistan was 

conducted, Sind suddenly found itself playing host to 

the incoming refugees from India. Hundreds of cro~es of 

rupees were gifted away or loaned to the refugees to set 

up industry, carry on trade and build houses. 8 Moreover, 

in pre-partition Sind, Hindus had come to acquire thirty 

lakh acres of land ovar a period of one hundred years, 

and t~~ Muslims resented that; but the refugees grabbed 

=ixty lakh acres of land in a fraction of time. 9 Under 

tht-J Hindus, Sindhis wno used tu ue hundred psrcent owr,ers 

of land had lost Forty percent of it. With partition, 

the Sindhis felt that they might be able to recover soma 

of their land, but nothing of the kind happened. 

Through the nineteen-forties, the Sindhi ~uslims 

had tried to get a 11 Land - ~.l.ienation Bill" passed in the 

Sind Asse~bly. This act was already existing in Punjab. 

The intention was, that land belonging to the Muslims 

should not pa~s into the hands of Hindus and money-landers. 

8 K.R. Malkani, Tht! Sind Storz: (New Delhi, 1S84), p.1..~ 

a T h i rl < 0 ., 129 . 
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But th3 British Governor of Sind had opposed it, 
~ 

claiming it to be an "onti-Capitalist idea, and that 

ths Britishers could not allow it". 10 It was felt that 

if Pakistan came into being, ·the law could be passed. 

But though, the Sind Assembly passed the Land Alienation 

Bill, on creation of Pakistan, Jinnah refused to give 

assent to it, probably thinking that refugees could be 

settled on th3se lands. 

In the post-partition period, it has been esti-

mated that some six million r~fugees moved into Pa~istan~ 

In Karachi, Hyderabad, Lyallpur, Sargodha over sixty 

11 percent of the population was made up of refugees. 

The exchange of population between India and Pakistan, 

made Punjab and NWFP, ethnically more homogeneous; and 

it did not effect Baluchistan. In Sind, the number of 

Sindhis was reduced. Thus, in the 1950s, Karachi became 

a city dominated politically, economically and socially 

by tho Urdu speaKing Muslim 'Muhajirs 1 from Delhi and 

Uttar f-'radush. In Karachi, in 1959, some 83 percent 

of the population was immigrants- refugees from.·India 

accounting for sixty five percent and in-migrants (i.e. 

those born in other parts of Pakistan), accounting for 

eighteen percent of the city's population. 

1C Hamida Khuro, in an interview in, Ziaullah and Baid, 
n.2, p. 194. 

11 S.J. Burki, 11 1'1igration, Urbanisation and Politics in 
Pav.istan", in How3rd wriggins and James Guyot, ed, 
~ation and Politics of South Asia (New York, 1983). 
p-:14""7. 
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Before indep~ndence, linguistically, Sindh was 

relatively homogeneous. According to the 1941 Census, 

only 32,000 persons claimed Urdu as their moth~r tongue 

in Sind and Khairpur Stat~ in a population of 4,0B4,COO. 

By 1951, Urdu-speaking t~iuhajirs constituted 12 percent of 

the population (476,000 of 4,608,514 people). By 1~61, 

if only the urban population of Karachi was considered, 

then Sindhi speakers had been reduced to 7.5 percent. 

In Karachi district, ln 1961, 53.9 percent declared 

Urdu to be their mother-tongue. Even Punjabi speaking people 

cons t1. tuted 12 .• 8 percent, while those speaking s indhi were 

only 8.6 percent. 

In the interior of Sind, barrages like the 
·and 

Ghulam f'lohammed barrageLJ:.h:l Katri Barrage were constructed 

in 1953-54. By the time these barrages became oper~tional 

in 1958, the rrtartial Law of Ayub Khan had came. Immediately 

the lands a round thes s barrages became reserved far the 

army personnel. The Guddu barrage came later, but here 

too, lands were reserved for army personnel, and were 

given to Punjabis. 

Once Martial Law came, lease for land was drawn 

up for one year. Earlier, there was no such practice -

he who had tha land, held the land; lease could not be 

terminated for non-payment of rent. After the new lease 

system came into existence, effectively, it meant that 

after one year that land could be given to anybody. The 

lands could then ba let out on higher rents which the 
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11 Hars,.s" 
12 

could not afford\ but the Punjabis could. 

Similarly, there are other disputes over land, that the 

peopld feel has been qiven to others though the Sindhis 

should have been given first option to the lands. 13 

The bucond mdjor irritant in inter-ethnic relations 

in Pa~istan had been the question of a national language. 

T~E LANGUAGE QU~STION 

In addition to the loss of land by the Sindhis, 

and a feeling of having being swamped by refugees, attempts 

were being made to impose Urdu as the national Language. 

Urdu had come to represent the language of the .•'luslim 

vested interests of Indiin Muslim-minority provinces, 

a large portion of whom had already migrated into PaKistan 

and were rallying around for the privilEged positions in 

their new country. This caused the peoples whose mother ... 

tongues ware being ignored, to develop apprehensions of 

conditions building up for ~uhajir dominations in their 

homelands. 

In Sind, seemingly)the thrust for "Urduization 11 

became SQ unabashed>that Urdu started replacing Sindhi 

from the very primary school levels. The nama plates of 

roads, pdrks, streets, railway stations in Sindhi language 

were removed- and Urdu ones were put. No new Sindhi 

medium school was opened and most old Sindhi Schools were 

shut down. After 1947: Sindhi students studying in 

Karachi were required to study Urdu, but non-Sindhis 

12 

13 

Landless a~ricultural labourers of Sind. 

e.o. In Sukkur area the British had done some 
re~fforestation, where some ancient villages 
existed (~-~indain). British are said to have . 
undertaken to give villagers first option on 
lands for cultivation if the forests were 
ever cut. 8ut during the Ayub period,Qmilitary 
~£~~uW!,o 5 ~~"~~"~~~~~~ n~~se~~~-~etween military 
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were exgmptod from studying Sindhi. Though initially 

teaching of Sindhi continued in the interiors, Ayub, 

after coming to power in 1958, ·discontinued that practice 

by passing a verbal order, making Urdu compulsory for 

Sindnis. 

On July 7, 1972, Sind Provincial Assembly passed 

a bill declaring Sindhi the official language of the 

province, after opposition amendments proposing that 

Urdu, the official language, should also be recognised 

as an official language,had been ruled out of order by 

the Speaker. In the other provinces, Urdu had been 

adopted as the official language (in North West Frontier . 
Province and Baluchistan, whilst Punjab~and Urdu ware 

given equal status in Punjab). Sindhi is spoken by 

about 55 percent _of the population of Sind. The large 

Urdu-speaking minority, mostly consisting of Muslim 

immigrants from India who settled in Sind since 1947, 

are concentrated in the cities and larger town, especially 

Karachi - the Provincial capital where they form at least 

half the population. Relations between two communities 

have been strained in the past, but had never 

led to serious violence •. 

Protest demonstrations broke out in Karachi on 

July 7, 1972 after the bill had been passed and spread 

to Hyderabad and continued until July 10, 1972. By July 

8, 1972 riots had developed. 14 The main centre of the 

disturbances was the predominantly Urdu-speaking suburb 

of Liaquatabad, where the police were alleged to have 

14 Kessing's Contemporary Archives (London), Vol.XVIII 

(1971-72), p.25518. 
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fired indiscriminately on demonstrators, killing 12 

people. Though Bhutto appealed to the people and 

promised that an equitable solution to the dispute 

would be found, the riots continued. In Liaquatabad, 

police stations were repeatedly attacked and other 

incidents continued in the main·market. Troops had 

to be moved into Liaquatabad and 3 other suburbs 

where·a 24 hour curfew was imposed, and after protest 

demonstrations on July 10, 1972 against alleged indiscri

minate firing by the police on both pro-urdu and pro

Sindhi rioters, the curfew was extended to the whole 

of Karachi. 

On July 9, 1972, rioting broke out in Hyderabad, 

where 10 people were reported to have been killed in 

clashes between Urdu-speaking and Sindhi speaking groups. 

Troops took control of the city and a 24-hour curfew was 

enforced. More people were reported to have been killsd 

in clashes between the two communities on July 10, 1972. 

Order was restored in both cities on July 11. Though 

no official details were published, unofficial reports 

gave the number killed as over one hundred. 15 

Press censorship was imposed in Sind on July 10, 

1972. A leading English language newspaper published in 

Karachi, "The Sun" was closed on July 18, on grounds that 

it had tried to "fan hatred between different sections 

of the population". 

15 Ibid, p.25518. 
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Following discussions in Rawalpindi between 

PrF.""irtent bhutto and laaders of the Sindhi and Urdu

speaking communities, an ordinance amending the new law 

was promulgated by the Governor of Sind on July 16, 1972. 

This provided that no qualified person should be removed 

from, or rEfused ap~ointment~ or promotion, to any Civil 

Service post only on the ground of want of knowledge of 

Sindhi or Urdu and that the Act should be ap~lied in a 

manner which would not prejudice the use of Urdu. The 

Sindhi intelligentsia had now been stirred into action, 

and the cry 11 Sind for Sindhis" took a new turn. The 

movement to defend Sindhi language, culture and Sindhi 

honour developed into a ,a mass-cry - 11 Jiye Sind 11
• Sind 

was not ready to allow its language to be forgotten in 

favour of Urdu. 

In Pakistan, even today, a major problem in inter

ethnic relations, remaihs, the perception that th~ other 

ethnic groups have, oF being dominated bt the Punjabist 

who are in a majority in the State. Since independence, 

the Punjab is who managed to dominate the various sphar.es 

of' social existence, due to a number of historical reasons, 

are seen by other ethnic groups, to be in a pas i tion to 

dominate their lives in all areas. This has been resented 

by them. In_Sind, along with the Punjabis, the "l"luhajirs" 

are also seen as a dominant group, and so, the Sindhis 

feel resentful towards them, too. 

IVJ U H A J I R- P UN J A 8 I Cl 0 1'1 I NAT I 0 N 

Tho Sindhis feel that, Jinnah, in his effort at 

concentrating all powers at the centre and making the 
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Central Government overwhelmingly strong, had cpmpletely 

ignored the rights and privileges of the original inhabitants 

of Pakistan. The leadership of the newly craated Pa~istan 

was constituted largely from the Urdu-speaking Musli~ 

migrants from India. The only exception being the Punjabis, 

who by dint of absolute majority in West PaKistan and their 

monopolistic hold on the military forces were already in a 

dominant position in the country - thereby causing the rest 
to have 

of th~ smaller peoplesLapprshensions of conditions building 

up for "Muhajir-Punjabi 11 political domination in their home-

lands. 

Al~o, once .democracy failed in Pakistan and the 

country came to. be ruled by a military-bureaucratic··combine, 

the dominant political force in the country also came to be 

constituted of the 'Punjabi-Muhajir' group. The army in 

Pakistan is largely drawn from two provinces - Punjab and 

~WrP, whereas, in the initial years, the bureacracy was 

dominated by members of the former Indian Civil Service(ICS), 

who h~d migratea from India. The 'Muhajire' were installed 

in superior administrative positions in the count~Yr who 

assuming therAby, 11 airs of alien conquerors" began to rule 

the local population with haughty indifference to their 

interests, utilising their entire power and influence to 

their own interests. 16 

THE "ONE UNIT" SYSTE~ 

Sind also had a grouse against the Pakistan Govern

ment for having forged the four provinces of West Pakistan 

16 G.M. Syed, n.s, p. 11. 
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into "one unit" in 1955. This led to greater predominance 

or the 'Punjo.bis ',who dominated th8 army .>and the 11•!uhaj irs_/ 

who were dominant in the Civil Services. It is said that 

at the time of formation of 'One Unit' Sind had a ccodit 

of Rs. 33 crares, while Punjab had a debit of Rs. 100 crores. 

With tha coming of the "Dna Unit" System, the finances of 

all the provincus wera msrg8d and Sind lost the advantago 

of tho surpluses that it ma1 have otherwise enjoy~d. 

Also, the principles or distribution of the Indus 

basin river waters between Sind and Punjab were laid down· 

under a number of treaties and statutes since 1901. It was 

established that Sind would get 25 percent of the waters 

of Ravi, Sutlej, Baas-and 75 percent of the waters of Sindhu. 

This was based on the consideration that Sind has less than 

1L inches of rainfa~l annually, whereas Punjab has more than 

20 inches. Sind also has lnss than 2 percent forest cover. 

However, once the 'One-Unit' sy~tem was adopted 

this agreement was violated. The waters of Ravi, Baas and 

Sutlej wera sold to other countries and the money was used. 

to dam waters at T<irbela, l'iangla, Chashma and Rawal in 

Punjab, for the benefit of Punjab. 

Mr. G.1~. Syed has listed what he feels are some 

of the "cruelest .(sIC] of excesses perpetrated on the S.indhi 

people after the establishment of Pakistan 11
•
17 

Syed fe8ls that with the establishment of Pnkistan, 

there has come,a denial of Sindhi separate national existenco' 

as a people, which they have enjoyed for thousands of years 

1 7 s y e d , n • 5 , p • 5 s·. 
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of their history. Sind has existed historically and geogra-

phically fdr centuri3s as a distinct and separate nation. 

Howevwr, in Pal<.,istan, Sind was once merged into 'lJne-Unit ', 

and Sindhi language was deni3d recognition. Also, the attitude 

towards Sindhis has not always been very correct. 

Syed quotes freGly, showing how the Sindhis have 

been looked down upon: 

''Sindhis were ignorant people and we have enlightened 

and reformed them" (Daily JUNG). 'Sindhis were slaves of 

Hindus, we have freed t~em from slavery' (Daily JUNG); 

:sindhis had no knowledge of Islam, we have taught it to 

them' (t'1aulana i'toudoodi); 'Sindhi culture is that oF monkey

cart and camel-cart drivers' (Liaquat Ali Khan); 'Sindhl is 

the language of thu illeterate and the uneducated' (Liaqu~t 

lUi 
1 A 

Khan) '. · ~ 

In 1948, Pir Illa.hi l3ux, the Chief t•linister of Si·nd, 

had agreed to give up the most important city of Sind, Karachi, 

which was separated from Sind and declared "Federal Capital 

Area". However, Sind still had to locate its provincial 

government (of Sino),, in Karachi (which did not belong to it), 

because no other city had the infrastructure to host the 

provincial government. 

T~ough, the One-Unit system was finally dissolved 

in 1970 and the original rrovinces were reconstituted, the 

damage ~ad already b~en done. A whole generation of non

Sinqhis had been brought into urban Sind. which had no concept 

of Sind, the Sin~hi language and culture, and of Karachi 

being a part of Sind. A statistical tally 19 completed at 

1 8 

I 9 

Syed, n.s, p. 61. 

faroze Ahmad, Sind: 
(New York. 1QRa)n 

Nat.;onal. and Democtatir; Strug'J'_:. 
1 '7 
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the time of the dissolution of the 'One-Unit' in 1970, 

showed that since 1955>of the one hundred and eighty four 

postings of Deputy Inspector General and Superintendent of 

Police, only fifty three were of native Sindhis. I • I • 
L..~ ~8WlS C, 

out of one hundred and fifty postings of Commissi~ners, 

Deputy Com111issioners, only forty nine were of Sindhis. In 

Karachi, no Sindhi was ap~ointed to these senior postings. 

The entire situation appeared to be of Sind being ruled 

as an alien, subject, population, and this contributed 

largely to the alienation of Sindhi people from the State 

of Pakistan. 

JOB-OPPORTUNIT I t:S 

20 Hamid a Kh uro has in an interview disc us sed 

employment levels of Sindhis in various sectors in current 

years. Same of the ratios in Caritral Government services 

in Islamabad in the seventies are as follows: 

In the Chief Martial Law Administration Secretariat 

(CMLA), among the twenty one. officers of Grade 20, there 

is no Sindhi. Among the 48 Grade nineteen officers, there 

is again no Sindhi. Among the seventy seven officers 

of Grade 17 there are only two Sindhis. Among a total of 

one hundred and forty five officers of the CMLA Socretariat, 

there are only two Si~dhis. 

A sc.mPle number of divisions in the C1'1LA Admin

stration with the proportion of Sindhis to the total number 

can be seen in the table below: 

20 Har.•ida Khuro, in Liaullai1 and 



Name of Division 

Aviation 

Cabinet 

Commerce 

Communications 

culture, sports 

Defence 

Economic Affairs 
·~ 

Education 

Establishment 

Finance 
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Total No. 
of 0 fficers 

58 

11 2 

27 

161 

100 

157 

63 

329 

155 

338 

rood and Agriculture 74 

Agricultural Research 74 

Foreign Affairs 70 

Health and Social we! fare 111 

Industries 53 

Information and 
Broadcasting 296 

Interior 327 

Labour 46 
Law 34 

Livestock 21 

No. of S indhis 
Employed 

Nil 

2 

1 

2 

2 

Nil 

2 

24 

3 

11 

4 

7 

6 

3 

2 

5 

13 

Nil 

2 

Nil 

In the sugar mills set up in Larkana, 

Sindhis have never constituted more than tifty percent 

of the staff in the mills. Moreover, the technical 

staff is all Punjabi. 

Regarding Sanks, when the Habib Bank was a 

private enterprise, the local people of Karachi were. 
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employed there, so also,with the National Bank of Pakistan. 

During the Bhutto regime these were nationalised and 

after nationalisation, the Punjabis came to occupy better 

positions in these banks as thay were the bureaucrats. 

In the army, the number of Sindhis emp loy~d is 

very low. Hamid a Khuro 21 
puts the number as Nil i.n 

five lakhs, whereas Sayed Ghulam lvtus ta fa Shah 22 
puts the 

number as "not more than a couple of hundred out of a 

total of ten lakhs of military and paramiltary forces. 

Though Bhutto had proposed tho organisation of a Sind 

Regiment and it is now, in existence, the actual number 

of Sindhis commissioned is not ~nown. Also, it is felt 

that .even if a very honest and earnest effort is made 

to recruit Sindhis as officers now, it will take a very 

long time for them to reach position~ of any consequence. 

What the Sindhis are looking. for, is equality now. lhey 

are not willing to wait for twenty years for a Sindhi 

General and for themselves to have a share in the power 

game)then. What is wanted is immediate redressal of 

their grievances. 

Other areas also show the low level of employ-

ment of Sind his. the Defence Ordnance Factory in 

Wah~which has a work force of fifty thousand people~ 

(this being the highest paid and best looked after work 

force in the country) employs only two Sindhis, one of 

2 1 Hamid a Kh u r o , i n Z i au lla h and 8 a i d , n • 2 , p • 1 9 9 • 

22 Ghulam ~ustafa Shah, in Ziaullah and Baid, n.2, p.235 
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them being a 1fVJuhaj ir '. In the Pakistan Railways, out 

of one lakh people working in all cadres there are only. 

two hundred Sindhis ,_lineman, peons, clerks and others. 

At the Thatta Cement Factory there were four doctors from 

Thatta itself who had applied for the job. Instead of 

them, a man from Punjab was brought...A:t the h3avy industrial 

complex at Taxila, of a workforce of about thirty thousand~ 

5nly six/seven were Sindhis. At Pakistan Steel (a public 

secLor undertaking set up with Soviet assistance at Pipri 

near Karachi) out of twenty-five thousand people employed, 

only eighteen hundred were Sindhis (in 1982), that, too, 

employed at lower levels. There was no Sindhi director. 

Also, in the aftermath of the shifting of the ~aval 

Headquarters From Karachi to Islamabad, more than two 

thousand people of Karachi became unemployed. 

More than halF of Pakistan's industry is 

located in Sind, but Sindhis have practically no parti

Ci;:Jation in it- as owners/managers nor as workers. The . ) 

lucrative commercial, transportation, construction and 

service sectort which comprises fifty-five percent of 

Pakistan's Gross Domestic Product (GDP), is also located 

largely in Sind. But Sindhis de not have even a marginal 

share in this sector. Sindhis are represented far below 

their population proportion, whether seen on an all 

Pakistan basis or within Sind itself. More importantly, 

most of the jobs held by the Sindhis were low ranking 

and 1ow-paying. 

Sind comprises twenty-three percent of 

Pakistan's population but contains about sixty percent 

of i~q industry, consumes forty-two percent of its 
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commercial energy and has a per capita income about 

forty percent high~r than in Punjab. 23 However, these 

figures should not confuse the issue. Facts are that 

jobs are normally held by non-Sindhis. For example, 

a sugar mill was set up at Piaro Goth in Saddu district. 

This was a rural area with no non-Sindhi popul3tion, 

But when the factory was iocated here, all the managerial 

staff and workers were recruited from Punjab and North 

West Frontier P~ovince (NWFP). Even the 'imam' of the 

mosque was brought from Punjab. 24 

and 
The Punjabis/Pathans who have recently 

migrated to Sind,are eyed suspiciously. They are 

seen to be making money in Sind and then transferring 

it to Lahore or Rawalpindi. These people come to Sind, 

with a view to making money here. 25 They keep nothing 

on their lands except a "shack and a couple of buf~aloes". 

They themselves are.not sure of making Sind their 

permanGnt residence. About 90-95 percent of Pathans 

live in Sind without their families. 

CULTURAL ISSUES 

Culturally, too, Sindhis, still feel that 

they have been given a raw deal. The Sindhi language 

Bill was passed by the Sind Assem~ly in 1972 to introduce 

Sindhi as a required subject for all. It was made 

23 Ahmad, n.19, p.23. 

24 Ibid, p.24. 

25 Shah, p.24 
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compulsory for all provincial government servants to 

learn the Sindhi language. While the former provision 

was implemented on a token basis, the latter had to be 

amanJed to allow a twelve year grace period. 

Successive Pakistani governments, it is felt 

by the people of Sind, have not only failJd to encourage, 

but have actually sought to obliterate Sindhi language 

and culture. The suppression of press and publication 

and censorship has been a common feature in all of 

Pakistan. The government has resorted to preventive 

measures by denying 'declaration' (publishing license) 

to proposed Sindhi publications. In 1975, practically 

all Sindhi periodicals were banned, including the govt 's 

own magazine. Presently, only the government and Jamaat

i- Islami are ·allowed to publish newspapers and journals 

in Sindhi. 26 

Sindhi writers' are denied an avenue of expression 

in their home country. While the State organises, promotes 

and finances exchange of visits between Urdu writers of 

Pakistan and India; no corresponding efforts are made 

with regard to Sindhi writers. 

Television; which has become a mass medium 

and principal cultural influence, offers only a token 

place to the national languages of Pakistan. In a week, 

the Karachi TV Centre telecasts only one hour of p rogra-

. . s. dh. 27 mm 1. n g l. n l. n 1. • Radio programming is likewise limited. 

The State's policy or 'assimilaticn' has manjfested 

26 Ahma~, n.19, p.22. · 

27 Ibid, p.23 
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itself in ignoring the historical personalities, arts, 

crafts. music and dance of tho province. Sindhis point 
that 

outLthough, a major road in Karachi is named after Jigar 

Muradabadi, an Urdu poet from Uttar Pradesh (India), no 

comparable street is named ofter the Sindhi poet-sa~nt 

Shah Abdul Bhitai. Simil~rly, Sindhi ~eroes like General 

Hash l'lohammed have been ignored. 

The Pakistan Government~ to make place for the 

Karachi University, shifted the Sind University to 

Hyde ra bad, at the time of independence. The Karachi 

University was supposed to be a 'Muhajir' University 

in which there was, not even a-department of Sindhi 

language. While Karachi University naturally evolved 

into a more or less exclusive preserve of the Urdu-

speaking intelligentsia, no such exclusive policy was 

followed while hiring of faculty at Sind University. 

ETHNIC MOVEMENT IN SIND 

Considering the situation existing in Sind,. 

it is obvious that some kind of conflict is bound to 

dcvalop. The setting is right for an ethnic group to 

emerge to demand its rightful place. Here is a community/ 

ethnic gruup/nationality which has an ancient history and 

culture, and has a tradition of being an independent 

state. However, since, 1947, there have been complaints 

of Sindhi language, culture, traditions being ignored. 

It is alleged that there is discrimination in the field 

of employment and that non-Sindhis have come in large 

numbers and are gradually reducing the Sindhis to a 

minority in their own home. 
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This feeling has given rise to a Sindhi ethnic 

movement in Sind. However, the movement is still at its 

genesis and there is no clear articulation of who a 

Sindhi is, or what his demands are. Three groups can 

be easily identified in Sind - the original inhabitants 

of Sind; the 'Muhajirs' or the immigrants from India at 

the time of independence; and, .the 'New' immigrants from 

the other provinces, mostly the Punjabis and the Pathans. 

(a) Question of Muhajirs 

The 'Muhajirs' are the people who, at the time 

of partition, chose Pakistan to be their homeland, and 

migrated here)from India. Today, there are different 
I 

opinions regarding the exact position and status of 

'Muhajirs'. One opinion insists that all people living 

in Sind are Sindhis. The immigrants from India have 

lived in Sind for forty yearsJand two generations have 

been born in Sind. These people should now consider 

themselves,and should be considered>Sindhis in every 

sensa. Various organisations like the Muhajir Ittehad 

Tehrik (MIT), Pakistan National Party (PNP) have been 

working to bring about Sindhi-Muhajir unityo Individuals 

such as Hussain Bux Narejo (Information Secretary, Awami 

National Party (ANP))
1

have made statements saying that 

'Muhajirs' are also Sindhis and they should not call 

themselves 11'1uhajirs' after a period of forty years. 

They should work jointly with the Sindhis. 28 

28 Dawn (Karachi), 21 February, 1987. 
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Even, Altaf Hussain, leader of the Muhajir 

Quami ~ovement (MQM) has appealed for 'Muhajir' Sindhi 

unity saying that 'Muhajirs' and Sindhis have~inseparable 

relations~which could~not be broken by any conspiracy~ 29 

Ghouo Bux Bizenjo, President of the PNP has 

also urged Muhajirs to adopt Sindhi nationality as a 

means of achieving cultural assimilation in Sind. He 

says that the only way to end the Muhajir problem is 

that the Murajirs should assimilate themselves in the 

federating units where they live. 

Again, Salim Haider, the Chairman of the MIT, 

has also given a call to forge Sindhi-Muhajir unity. 

However, the very fact, that so many organisa

tions exist in the name of Muhajirs, clearly indicates, 

that there has not been any true assimilation of 'Muhajirs '· 

These immigrants evidently still exist as a separate group 

within Sind. 

By August, 1986, a demand had already been made 

for recognition of Muhajirs as a "Fifth nationalit/'in 

Pakistan. The MQM and its leader, Altaf Hussain are 

closely linked with this demand of the'Muhajirs '• Altaf 

Hussain stated that though they did not want a confronta

tion to achieve their due, if these rights were not 

granted through a just struggle, extremists could take 

control of the Muhajir Organisations. 30 

Altaff Hussain has also. stated that the different 

nationalities in Pakistan have had to identify themselves 

29 Dawn (Karachi), 2 March, 1987o 

30 \ews Review Ocean 
September, J Po1025 
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as different entities for their economic, political, 

cultural and linguistic rights. The Muhajirs, too have 

now hc1J to identify themselves as a separate 11 quamu. 

He says that the word 'Muh~jir' and the ·concept of 

'~uhajir 1 nation have been the result of circumstances~ 

The name was given to them by the other nationalities 

and they continue to be identified as such. The only 

demand of the Muhajirs is that they must be given their 

just share in all walks of life at the central and 

provincial levels. 31 

There has also been talk of a "greater Muhajir 

alliance", saying that the problem of Muhajirs can only 

be solved through "collective struggle". 

There is opposition to this theory of 'Muhajir' 

nationality. Hamida Khuro as spokesperson for G.M.Syed, 

and the theoritician of the 'Jiye Sind' Tehrik, has 

condemned the concept saying "we provided them shelter 
.> 

here, and they have usurped our properties and now they 

ar~ tal~i~Q of a Muhajir nation in our land, which will 

not be tolerated11
•
32 

Similarly, the PNP, leader, Ghous Bux Bizenjo, 

refused to accept 'Muhajirs' as a nation and added that 

it was a community which lived in Punjab, Sind and the 

NWFP. He feels they should have the same rights in their 

respective areas which the other communities enjoyed. He 

insists that these who migrated from India to Sind were. 
Sindhis.33 

31 Dawn (Karachi), 26 february., 1986. 

32 Pakistan Ti~, 18 January, 1987. 

33 Dawn (Karachi), 7 December, 1987. 
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The problem of defining exactly hau and where 

the 'f~uhaj irs ' stand in the politics of Sind today, is 

indeed a complex one. What is the s elution to their 

ambiguous position in Sindhi politics? 

(b) The 'New' Immigrants 

The problem of 'new' immigrants is far more 

familiar. Most ethnic conflicts in any country, begin 

with calls of 'Sons of the soil' and, of the original 

inhabitants of the area, having priority over others 

regarding the economic, social, and political resources 

of the country, concerned. Similarly, in Sind too, a 

Sindhi People's National Alliance (constituted of eight 

different organisations of the province) has been 

organising protests. The slogans raised are the usual 

ones ... "Sind for the Sindhis 11 / 11 Sind Belongs to Sindhis 11 , 

11 Colonisation of Sind through cantonments will be opposed 11 , 

11 Friendship yes, domination, no 11 • 

As has been discussed in the Chapter, earlier, 

though·a large proportion of industries of Pakistan 

are concentrated in Sind, the employment level of 

Sindhis is low. This naturally means that there is 

an influx of outs ide rs, into the province. It has 

been pointed out that Sindhis had been reduced from·. 

a ninety-five percent majority in Sind in 1947 to 

less than fifty percent now. 

The 'Muslim' oF July 13, '987 reports that· 

at least a million foreigners were currently living/ 

settled in Karachi, the country's (Pakistan's) business 

capital, without having legal documents. The highest 
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number of illegal immigrants were reported to have 

came from Bangladesh, followed by Indians, Iranians, 

Burmese, Vietnamese, Sri Lankans, Africans and some 

were those who managed to escape from the Afghan 

refugee camps in NWFP and Baluchistan. Also, there 

is a massive influx of people from the other provinces 

of Pakistan, who came to Sind to seek job opportun~ties. 

~In the case of Sindhis, since independence, 

a middle-class has emerged and now there is a struggle 

far jobs, opportunities and resources. Organisations 

such as the Sindhi Parhiyat Sangat (Karachi Division), 

have been demanding that 11 outs ide rs 11 living in Sind 

should be sent back to their places of origin. Abdul 

Wahid Aresar (Chairman, Jiye Sind Mahaz), has also 

called for the ·return of all non-Sindhis to their 

provinces ~nd asked the government of these provinces 

to provide them with jo.bs and suitable compensation. 

The (QMA) Quami Mahaze Azadi has start~d 

uorking to prevent further inflow of population to 

Karachi and other parts of Sind. The organisation 

has proposed the introduction of 'work permits' 

allowing entry into Sind to ~ermit~holders only, 

from other provinces. 

The PNP on the other hand has been demanding 

that : 

- all illegal immigrants from Afghanistan, 

Iran, Bangladesh, Sri. Lanka, Burma, India, East Africa 

and Vietnam should be expelled from Sind. 
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- Migration of the people fram other provinces 

should be stopped, recruitment of all non-Sindhi~ in 

government, semi-government and private organisations 

should be prohibited by law and jobs should be filled 

in through employment exchanges. 

- Dutsid~rs should not be allowed to open 

business in Sind fra~ly, nor should they be allowed 

to purchase land for residential purposes, commercial 

or industrial purposes. 

- Under the five-year plan, job opportunities 

should be created in Punjab and the NWFP, so as to 

stop migration to Sind. Preference in these jobs 

sho~ld be given to those willing to return from Sind. 

The PNP, has also, demanded a reorganisation 

of constituencies, keeping in view the changing demo-

graphic pattern, which could turn Sindhis into a minority 

in Sind. The reorganisation should ensure that "Old 

Sindhis" will get at least two thirds of seats in the 

Provincial and national Assembly representation. Mor9 

significantly, a demand has bean made that non-Sindhis 

should not be allowed to stand as candidates in local 

bodies, national and provincial assembly elections. 

The PNP defines a 'Sindhi' as one who was 

either born in Sind, or has lived in Sind for twenty-

five years since 1955. The PNP has also demanded that 

new electoral lists shold contain the names of only 

those who were either born i~ Sind or have Sindhi 

d . '1 34 om1c1 e. 

34 ~(Karachi), 8 November, 1987 
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The MQM has also demanded that opportunities 

of job and business be provided to potential migrants 

in their own provinces, with a view to checking the 

abnormal influx of population fro~ other parts of 

Pakistan into Sind. The MQM also wants the ri~ht 

to vote to be limited to the Sindhis, alone, and 

not to the thousands of people from other provinces· 

who are registered voters in their area. 

A major target of the resentment of the 

Sindhis has been the 'Punjabis', wAo seem to dominate 

the minority nationalities in Pakistan. 

In response to the g~owing sentiments against 

"outsiders" in Sind, in 1986, a new organisation was 

formed called the ''Punjabi-Pakhtun Ittehad" (PPI). 

The Organisation strongly condemns the alleged 

"conspiracy to oust'' Punjabis and Pathans from Sind 

particularly from Karachi, and deprive them of their 

due rights. The PPI opposed the provision of domicile 

for jobs and admissions in educational Institutions. 

The PPf claims that the people of NWFP and Punjab, 

living in Sind, are.as much Sindhis as the "locals" 

and 11 Muhajirs" and that every Pakistani has a right 

to settle anywhere within the territories of the 

country and be employed or have busines3. 

Thus, a conflict between the 'new' and 'old' 

Sindhis continues. There have been armed conflicts 

between the PPI and the MQM. The PPI has raised slogans 

such as "char soobe, char bhai, panchveen quamiat kahan 

se aai". (Four provinces, four brothers where did the 
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fifth nationality came from?) "Send l1luhajirs to 

camps 11 •
35 

MOVE~ENT FOR RESTJRATION OF DE~OCRACY (MRD). 
MOVElVJENTS OF 1983 AND 1986 

The situation in Sind has bee~ discussed- at 

length in the preceding paragraphs. What has developed 

in Sind is a feeling of having been let down by the 

government of Pakistan - a feeling of alienation and 

a fear that they are being reduced to a minority in 

their own state. A campaign of protest and civil 

disobRdience was launched by the MRD on August 14, 1983. 

The campaign gave rise to widespread unrest in the 

succeeding months, particularly in the provinc~. of 

Sind, altho~gh it was notably less successful in the 

Punjab province from which the country's elite is. 

t ra di ti onally drawn. Large numbs rs of people were 

killed (MRO estimate - one hundred people by late 

September) and thousands arrested. 

The MRD Civil disobedience campaign he~ been 

preceded by persistent criticism of the regi~e by 

opposition politicians. MRD had announced in early 

~ay, that the Civil disobedience campaign would begin 

in mid-August. Conventions of political activists were 

arranged in June, in all four provinces, despite a ban 

on party organisations. On July 5, 1983, on the sixth 

anniversary of Zia's military coup, demonstrations were 

held (notably in Lahore, Karachi and Peshaw~~), and 

35 News Review on South Asia/Indian Ocean, 
f'lay 1987, (New Delhi, 1987), p.689. 
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nearly one hundred people were arrested. The 

authorities made several pre-emptive arrests in· 

the days before August 14, 1983. 

The launch of the MRO movement on August 

1a, 1983 was marked by demonstrations, notably in 

~rachi and Sukkur in Sind province, in Peshawar and 

Rawalpindi and Lahore in the Punjab. In Sind it took 

the form of a total uprising of all sections of Sindhi 

society- landlords, labourers, students, teachers 

'rightists 1 and'leftists~ The targets of attac~ were 

the railways, lines of communication, institutions 

representing central authority. It became an expression 

of the sense of deprivation that the Sindhis had been 

feeling since independence. 

In August, 1986 again there was a spontaneous 

o~tbroak of political violence throughout the provi,~u 

of Sind. In the first week itself, the riots clai~ed 

the lives of eleven people and turned official proper

ties worth millions oF rupees to asheso Buses, oil 

tan~ers, banks and government buildings were burnt. 

Contrnry to intelligence roports that only four U~pur 

Sind districts were /.cau~llt with political volatility: 

violence broke out in the Lower Sind districts, too. 

Though these outbreaks of violence have 

been in the nama of the MRD and restoration of 

democratic processes, in Sind, the struggle takes on 

a new meaning. It becomes a form oP protest against 

all that the Sindhis see as wrong with their present 

circumstances. 
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DEf>1ANDS FOR A CHANG£ IN THE" POLITICAL 
SYSTEM OF PAKISTAN 

Politically, the frustrations of the Sindhis 

have led to the feeling that a change in the political 

structure of the country is not only preferable, but · 

rather, has become essential. Demands have been.arti-

culated by various organisations and individuals. 

There have been demands ranging from secession of 

Sind>to reform within the system. 

(a) Demands for Secession 

Mr. G.M.Syed, Chairman of Jiye Sind Teh~ik, 

has raised the call for an independent Sind. He has 

said that the protection of the rights of the people 

of Sind was impossible in the existing administrative 

structure, no matter whether power was in the hands of 

a military or a civilian authority. Since independence, 

Syed feels, various military, civil, individual and 

elected governments came into power but "injustices 

with Sind have been on the rise". 36 

Syed feels that a democracy in Pakistan is 

meaningless, since democracy is the rule of the majority, 

and in Pakistan, one nationality forms a majority. Syed 

has stated that the Si11dhis have baan deprived of' thP.:i..r 

rights since independence) where before 19471 there were 

only two lakh non-Sindhis in Sind, in 1986 their number 

had shot upto fifty-seven lakhs. A major portion Df 

the income of Sind was transferred out of the province, 

leaving Sind a backward province. 

36 Dawn (Karachi), 13 January, 1986 
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Syed, on the occasion of his eiGhty-fourth 

birthday in January 1987 said, that, "we should now 

struggle to free Sind completely, and create close 

1 . . . I d. II 37 re aLiens wlth n 1a • Syed has also spoken of 

breaking off from Pakistan and joining India if the 

circumstances so demanded. 38 

G.r~. Sy.:1d blames the 11 iY\uhajir-Punjabi vested 

Interests 11 for the state of affairs in Pakistan and, in 

Sind particularly. Syed bases his demand for an innepen

dent Sindhudesh on the fact that Sind is a country with 

its roots in the past, where historically evolved people 

live, possessing a distinct culture, language, political 

and economic identity of interests. 39 He points out 

that, at no stage in history has there been a country/ 

nation, in the In,d ian sub-cant inent known as Pa kis tarv' 

Pa~istani nation. Historically, the States that have 

been collected together and formed into Pakistan were 

each a separate homeland for an individual nation. 

Culturally, politically and economically, these 

countries/nations were distinct, exclusive entities 

existing in their own right. 

However, recently, in May, 1988, G.i"l. Syed, 

too, showing a great deal of political dexterity, ~~s 

taken a stand that should make him more acceptable to 

more/most political groups. rit the formation of th8 

Sind National ~lliancs40 , Syed has made two yreat 

37 News Review on South Asia/!ndian Ocean (February,19B7) 
(New Delhi, 1987), p.175 

38 Times of India (~ew Dolhi), 18 June 1987. 

39 G.M.Syed has expressed his theory of independence 
for Sindhudesh in a number of his books including 

11 A case for Sindhudesh 11 • (n.5.) 
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concessions. On the lang range and longer constitutional 

issues, he has shown same moderation, scaling dawn his 

demand far 'Sindhudesh' and showing a readiness to work 

far Sind's rights within the framework of existing 

Pakistan. He has also conditionally, agreed to· th~ 

Muhajirs joining the struggle for Sind's rights. His 

major condition being~that the Muhajirs give up their 

demand to be recognised as a fifth nationalitt within 

Pakistan. 

(b) ~reater Provincial Autonomy 

Even before G.M. Syed made his demands more 

moderate, other leaders were willing to work for a 

better deal for Sind within Pakistan, Both Hamida Khuro 

and Rasul ~aksh Paleja (individually) were willing to 

first embark on a struggle for Sindhi rights within 

Pakistan. But in case this failed, the demand for 

separation could not be ruled out. 

Also, less extremist leaders have been demanding 

reforms within Pakistan - two of the demands have been 

for greater provincial autonomy and for confederation, 

or a loose feceration of the four provinces of Pakistan. 

For a few years now, demands for greater 

provincial autonomy have been voiced along with a cry 

far restoration of full democracy in the country. 

Under martial law, the state has been governed as a 

unitary one, with all powers being concentrated in 

the hands of the centre, Th~ MRD has been at the 

centre of the demand for provincial autonomy. 
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The MrlO formula regarding provincial 

autonomy sought to give only four subj~cts to the 

Centte, anrl the rest to the provinces. 

In August, 1986, the Central Action Com~ittee 

of the MRD adopted a declaration on provincial autonomy 

which ensures maximum powers to provinces under a 

federal framework and curtails the powers of the 

federal Government and its interference in provincial 

matters. 

The declaration which vas unanimously adopted, 

gave four subjects - defence, foreign affairs, communi

cations and currency to the federal government, while 

all other subjects and residuary powers were to be 

vested in the provinces. 

Constitutional safeguards and guarantees were 

~rovided to the federating units, which would be fully 

autonomous in respect of their powers and subjects and 

the federal government would have no power to interfere 

in the~. However, in the event of an extraordinary 

situation warranting federal interventicn in a province, 

a Presidential proclamation of emergency caul~ be made, 

which unless approved by the Senate waul~ cease to be 

in force after thirty days. If approved, it would 

remain in force for a period of three months. 

The subjects of foreign trade and intsrnal 

security were to be the sola responsibility of the 

~rovinccs. Federating units would have the power to 

raisG thoir own civil ormed forces for that purpose 

and th8se would remain under their exclusive control. 
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In ~ovem~er, 1987, the PNP organised a 

conference open to other parties, with a view to 

focussiny the nation's attention on Sind's problems. 

However, the resolution adopted by this Conference, 

dealt with provincial autonomy, too. The PNP reso-

l~tion accepted the points contained in the MRD's 

lahore Declaration of ~\ugust, 1986, as a basis for 

evolving a federal structure "ensuring tha political, 

economic, social and cultural autonomy of the federa-

ting national unit~11 • 

The Quami M~haz A~adi (QMA) has also stressed 

the need for granting maximum autonomy to the provinces. 

On October 30, 1987, leaders of different 

parties/political shades who participated in the 

Sind National Conference at 6hanot, expressed complete 

unanimity on evolving a common strategy for achieving 

maximum autonomy for the four provinces of Pakistan. 41 

However, there are sections of Pakistani 

society that feel that provincial autonomy is not 

sufficient guarantee for protection of the rights 

of minorities in Pakistan. The MRD 1s decision on 

provincial autonomy is seen as a subtle move to 

sabotage the small provinces. The talk of provincial 

autonomy has been regarded as a hoax. In a system 

which seems to perpetuate the rule of Punjab, there 

can be no guarantee of rights of smaller nationalities. 42 

41 Dawn (Karachi), 22 June, 19~6 quoting R~zwan Kehar, 
a leader of the Sindhi - Baruch . - Pa khtun . Front. 

4 2 P 0 T , P a k is t an s e r i as , 14 A p r i 1 , 1 9 8 7 • ·-
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Similarly, a Hari leader Jam Saqi has said 

that if Pakistan is to be preserved, it should be "a 

union of self-ruling provinces, based on nationalitieJ 

right of self-determination 11 •
43 

(c) Oo~and for Confederation 

The demand for a confederation has been 

articulated among others, by the"Sind-Baluch-Pakhtun 

Front" (SBPF) which was formed in London around April, 

1986 by Mu~taz Ali Bhutto, Abdul Hafeez Pirzada and 

Afzal Bangash. 

Mumtaz Ali Bhutto, a former Governor of Sind, 

has for some tim~ now, be~n. speaking of a confederal 

system for Pakistan. In the wake of the MRD's civil 

disobedience movement in 1983, Mumtaz Ali Bhutto was 

jailed. It was during this 'period that he wrote a 

paper un confederation. He claimed that the objective 

of the creation of Pakistan had still not been fulfilled. 

Tho objective was to guarantee on autonomous and 

sovereign status to the federating units. To prove 

this point, the paper recalled various statements of 

Jinnah and of the Muslim League in favour of Confedeiation. 

The most important of them being>the Muslim League's 

nemorandum on Minimum Oamands of May 12, 1946, which 

along with other demands said: "After the constitutions 

of the Pakistan Federal Government>and the Provinces . 
J . 

are finally framed by the Constitution-making body, it· 

will be open to any province of the Group to decide to 

opt out of its group, provided the wishes of the people 

of that province are ascertained by a referendum· to opt 

out or not". 

43 News _Review on South Asia/ Indian Ocean 
September 1986. (New Delhi. 1986), p.168 
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In the light of this, Mumtaz Ali Bhutto, in 

his paper on Confederation, gave a 19-point confederal 

sche.i•~ with the provision that in the event of any 

subversion of the Constitution and overall democratic 

set-up, usurption of the federal government and/or 

interference with the autonomy/sovereignty of any 

state/states (province), by the armed farces or any 

other agency or individual, being a part of the confede

ration, the concerned province would have the power to 

secede - separate from the confederation and declare 

independence. 

By Confederation, Bhutto says, what he 

means is equality, sovereignty and autonomy for the 

provinces to be known as 'States' and a constitutional 

provision to empower any of the 'States' to break off 

if its rights were violated by the central authority. 

In September, 1986, Bhutto even suggested that 

a referendum be conducted on the issue of confederation 

to aocertain the wishes of the people of Sind, Baluchistan 

and the NWFP. He was confident that the people would 

veta for a Confederation. 

The SBPF has outlined constitutional proposals 

for a confederal structure for Pakistan. The scheme 

underlines the need for recognising the four units of 

Pakistan as autonomous 'States', which will unite .under 

a new agreement, on the basis of equality. The states 

would have no right to secede from the confederation, 

until the institutions and agencies of the republic 

(including armed forces) remain subject to the new 
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structure and do not exceed limits laid down for 

them. If there is any violation of the constitutional 

structure, the concerned state will regain its sovereignty 

and have the right to secede. 

The federal authority would extend only to a 

few subjects; defence, foreign affairs, communications, 

c~rrency, inter-state transportation of goods and 

conciliatory powers to resolve fiscal disputes, that 

might arise between States. The Republic would not 

interfere/encroach on the right of the States to recruit 

civil militias and other law-enforcing agencies. 

The resolution also proposed that there would 

be a President, common interest Council (Cabinet) with 

a Prime Minister, Senate~and judicial bodies. The 

President would be elwcted by rotation in alphabetical 

otder by the States for a 4-ysar term. The Prime tl'llnister 

would be elected by the majority in the Senate. In the 

Senate (law-making body) each state would have e~ual 

represent at ion. 

It has also been proposed that all states get 

equal representation in the armed forces. The command 

of the defence services would be decentralised, their 

numbers reduced and exponditure cut from the present 

ten percent of GOP to three percent. 

The States would retain all powers except 

those surrendered to the republic. 
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The concept of confederation for Pakistan 

has received support from various quarters - the 

Servants of Sind Society, the National Democratic 
and 

Party (NDP), the Jiye-Sind,Lsardar Attaullah Mangal 

(exiled Baluch leader). Even the PNP Chief, Ghous 

Bux Bizenjo) threatened to support the demand for 

Confederation if the small provinces were de~rived 

~P th~ir ri~hts. Today, in Sind there may be various 

opinions regarding the solution to tho present r.:risL, 

however, thGro is>. more or loss~a single opinion 

about the fact that a crisis does exist. 

In both the anti-Zia movements (in August -

October 1983, and in August, 1986), it has been clearly 

evident that in Sind, the frustrations go deeper than 

merely a dissatisfaction with the ruling government. 

In 1983 and in 1986, the movements became concentrated 

in Sind. In 1983, Sindhi landlords, peasants and 

middle-class professionals participated in the movement 

and made it the first r~ral-based upheaval in Sind. 

In 1986, the upheaval was confined to Lahore, Karachi 

and small towns (lacked mass participation, 'nationally), 

but again the rural poor of Sind pretested alring with 

political activists. 

It is clear that all the three minority 

nationalities are feeling deprived and this is 

manifested in the creation of the Sind-Baluch-

Pakhtun. Front. Though, the exact solution to the 

problem may not be clear the one thing that is 
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extremely obvious is that if Pakistan wishes to exist 

with its present geographical boundarids, the naticna

litios question must be resolved. ~hether the solution 

lies in creation of a loose federation, confederation 

or just a fodoral system, is not clear. The only point 

of clarity is that reform is essential. 
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CHAPTER IV CONCLUSIONS 

Pakistan, today, is faced with a problem, 

common to many of the new States of Asia and Africa. 

As Rupert Emerson 1 has pointed out, these states are 

11 not yet nations in being but only nations in hope". 

Nationalism in these countries came as a negative 

phenomenon. It was a movement more against western 

coloni~ism, than for a positive, coherent, national 

identity. Unlike European countries where nationalism 

accompanied, or followed industrial and democratic 

revolutions and where common language and culture were 

key elements in the growth of the nation states, the 

new statas of Asia and Africa found the mixed seeds of 

their nationalisms planted in essentially diverse 

traditional social soils. 

Language and cultural factors are often not 

supportive of the growth of a single nationalism in 

these new states, a great many of which have boundaries 

cutting across tribes and nationality groups, or which 

contain within themselves sub-national groups whose 

leaders aspire to lead an independent nation-state. 

Social group cleavages in multi-ethnic states are bath 

horizontal (ethnic, religions, linguistic, tribal), and 

vertical (class, caste, sectarian). The most immediate 

loyalties of the vast majority of people in these 

1 RupertEmerson, From Emeire to Nation (Calcutta,197D), 
p.94. 
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states QO to units other than tho nati8n-state. Tho 

prirn<Jry t<.~sk. of leaders in r\frican and Asian States, 

th~refore, is to transfer~ primordial sentiments into 

civ~l ::.;P'ltim;nts, to create a national identity out of 

parochial identities, to build a nation-state out of 

multiple sub-nati~nal groups - as a political and 

govern,nental reality. 

Though the problem of nation-building is common 

to developed and developing countries, the problems of 

the two are different. In the develop•ed world there 

is a ~r"-Rxistcnt, well-formed, n~tional ideology, a 

n:.ti~m.:.ll elite and n.Jti.::mo.l instituti.::ms, the problem 

i,. assD'ltially found in the nead to- integrate one or 

mrJr ulienJted <]r'Jup/groups intw Lhe already exh:ti.n'J 

In tho dnvl'lopin!) countrios thare is often no 

pr~-cxistunt 11 soverei')n 11 system dnd the problem is thus 

two-f:JlJ. First, to create a national ideology, a 

n;Jtional Hlite, and national institutes, in short, to 
a 

buildjni:.lt.i::m where there was nona before; and f;econd, 

to integrate tho various groups into the newly created 

t . 1 t n2 nJ 1ona sys Jem. 

~tion-building/national-integration is a 

multi-dimen&ional prucet;s. As Myron Wnincr suggests; 

it may involve five tasks 3 : creation of a sense of 

2 

3 

Raunaq Jahan, Pakistan : A Failure in National 
Tnt:3gration (Columbia, 1972), p.3 ' 

i'lyron weiner, "Political Ints,Jration and Political 
:· ·volopment 11 , The hnnals of the American Ac21demy of 
Pc_l_i_t_i-_::_3_~~~~--S _o_ Cla !_-~~~:_e_r:_c::_p~, CCt [\Jrrt ( 1 96 5) , p • S-2" • 
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territorial nationality; establishing of a national, 

central authority; bridging of the elite-mass gap, 

creation of integrative institutions and behaviour, 

and creation of a minimum value consensus. National 

integration may, broadly, be defined as the creation 

of a "national political system which supersedes or 

incorporates all the regional sub-systems 11 •
4 

~n the post-independence period, most Third 

World countries, newly emergent as sovereign states, 

are involved in a process of attempting to evolve 

'nations' of the territories laft to them by their 

former colonial rulers • 

. ~arious obstacles exist, in the path of nation

building in the Third World. ~part from the point, 

already discussed earlier in the Chapter, regarding 

loyalty_ to units other than the States, the process 

is further complicated by the socio-economic conditions 

in these countries. As it is, loyalties having their 

origin in medieval forms of social and cultural life 

are deep-rooted and influence the thinking and activity 

of millions of people in these countries. In addition, 

economic factors also influence the course of ethnic 

politics. 

In most Third-World countries today, resources 

are limited and the demands made on them are varied. 

In this situation, a grave and growing struggle over 

4 Jahan, n.2, p.3. 
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resources e~erges at the local level. There is both, 

a struggle over common resources, as well as a growing 

struggle over basic community decisions regarding 

production and distribution of goods and services. 

This creates a situation of violence and of violent 

conflicts within the community, which leads to discontent 

and unrest. 

As there is develop~ent in a State, acute 

competition among groups within the State emerge. As 

developmental programmes are carridd out, regional 

disparities may become n>ore emphasized. If, in such 

a situation some people are l~ft out of the process, 

or perceive themselves as being deprived, they bagin 

to group together and protest. Usually, in such a 

situation certain factors encourage group cohesion -

such as a common language, history, religion or even 

geographical co-existence. Somehow, in a large number 

of cases, language has emerged as a very highly motiva-

ting factor in group formation. In normal every-day 

life, it is extremely easy to identify oneself by one's 

language, as it creates a feeling of distinctness from 

other people, speaking a different language, and a 

sympathy for people speaking the same. It also allows 

for greater and more intimate co~~wnication. Hen~e, 

protests by linguistic groups se3ing themselves as 

'nationst are wides~read and a recurring pheno~enon. 

If, in addition to economic dis-advantages, 

cne also perceives the group he identifies with, as 
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being discriminated against on other grounds, it only 

adds to his feelings of deprivation, frustration and 

group cohesion, and further alienates him from the 

mainstream. Usually, an economically predominant group 

will also dominate the political and social scene, and 

vice-versa. This is merely a natural and obvious fact. 

However, the deprived group, also, quite naturally, 

sees itself as dominated by another group in all spheres 

of its life. This leads to alienation, protest and 

mass unrest. The first expression of awakening among 

the 'deprived' may take mild forms, however if the 

problem is not resolved at the earliest and the dispa·

rities corrected, the situation is usually, potentially 

explosive. As demands remain unfulfilled, they grow 

more vehement and become less mild, until often, the 

demanrls evolve into secessionist and separatist demands. 

At least, the extremists within the protesting group 

demand secession and state their claim to 'nationhood'. 

When development begins, some areas, for 

whatever reason - political o~ geographical (availa

bility of raw-materials etc.) become more developed 

tt-an the rest. This creates job opportunities and 

naturally there is inter-regional, inter-unit (in a 

federal system) migration. If in a federal state, the 

federating units constitute distinct linguistic groups, 

or nationalities, they already have an identity· distinct 

from the people of the other units. This means that 
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the deprived local groups who feel that they have a 

prior right to the fruits of development in their 

unit, being 'sons of the soil', find an easily identi

fiable target group against whose domination to protest. 

The same could also apply to the inter-regional migrations, 

if a particular group can be identifie~ among those who 

are reaping the benefits that the 'locals' feel, belong 

to them. 

The ir:itial migration may have occurred due to 

a couple of reasons - a lack of job opportunities at 

. home or better opportunities outside; and/or th~ non

availability of local talent (labour, managerial). 

Once$ jobs may have been filled by "outsiders", 

because the local people may not have had the requir~d 

skills/education. However, as time passes, smme 

benefits of development do pass on to the locals, 

too. There is education, and with it, a consciousness, 

both eccnomic and political and a middle-class emerges, 

which sees ''outsiders" holding all the better paid jobs, 

while, the locals remain unemployed. This newly 

emergent middle-class is always a potentially powerful 

group, demanding a better economic and political future, 

they begin to feel the necessity of controlling the 

economic and political machinery. Modernisation tends 

to create an ·awareness of separate identities. As 

political pdrticipaticn grcws.and educational and 

economic development produce new diff~rentiations, . . 

such demands are likely to follow. 
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~ativism and tne concept oF 'sons of the soil' 

implies that people belonging to a particular territory: 

have a spacial, and the First, if not exclusive, clai~ 

to the benefits of all welfare activities within the 

territory, This i~pliss a sort of ownership by a 

specific group of the territory it occupies. It also 

implies a special collective territorial right of an 

et'lnic group. It means that the indis:enous population 

has a first right/claim, on anything and sverything, 

and that the 11 newcomers"/"outsiders 11 are entitled to 

benefits only after these have been adequately 

distributed to the indi1eneous population. 

~he crisis of ethnic group conflicts within 

political systems is clearly manifested in a multi-

ethnic state like Pakistan. The major threat to 

the stability of Pakistan has been from internal 

violence along regional-ethnic identities. The 

Punjabis, Bengalis (pre-1971), Sindhis, Pakhtuns 

and the Baluchis constitute important elements in 

the Pakistani society. 

/After the secession of Bangladesh/ E:ast 

Pakistan in 1971, Pakistan was left with just its 

western wing, consisting of four provinses. Punjab 

(wit~ an approximate po~ulation of fifty-four million 

i'1 1982), Sind ('1instssn million population in 1982): 

NWFP (14.6 ~illion) and Baluc~istan (3.25 million).
5 

5 Charles ~. Kennedy, 11 Politics of [th.nic Preference 
in Pakistan'', f\sian Survey, Vol. XXIV, r,lo. 6 
(June 1984); p.6B8. 
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The four major ethnic groups/nationalities of Pakistan 

(Punjabis, Sindhis, Pathans, Baluch) are defined by 

an admixture of linguistic and political attributes. 

Tribal grcups live withih all fcur prcvinces, but the 

~reatest concentrations are in the Federally Administered 

Tribal Areas, and 'Azad 1 Kashmir. Considerable numbers 

of Punjabis, Sindhis and Pathans live outside their own 

provinces, particulGrly in the ethnically diverse major 

urban areas of i<arachi, Lahore and Rawalpindi. 

/For Pakistan, the task of nation building beca:ne 

more co~plicated than in most newly independent States. 

F~ur distinct nationalities, each having had, in the past,a 

fully or quasi-sovereign state of its own, were brought 

togethsr to form the new State. (The incongruity of 

the fifth nationality (Bengalis) of Pakistan, was 

eventually brought to an end in 1971, when the [astern 

wing seceded and formed a new country). Moreover, the 

four provinces differ greatly in size, popu:ation, 

resources, level of social development and proximity 

to power. Also, since the beginning there has been 

serious opposition to the creation of a separate 

independent stat3 of Pakistan. Opposition same From 

the two provinces - NWFP and Baluc~ista,. 

Pakistan had been created in the nam:J of 

Islam and it was expected that the ethnic grcu~s 

constituting Pakistan, would be integrated on tre 

basis of religion, 3ut t~is was not a simp13 tas~. 

Thoug,, an Islamic identity had gained predominance 
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in the minds of these groups during the freedom struggle 1 

once freedom from British rule was achieved, other 

political considerations resurfaced, ~s the process of 

n.::.tion-building went underway, 3thnic ide!ltities cam3 to 

he articulated. The Bengalis in the Eastern wing were 

the first to successfully form their own nation-state; 

~a~i~g the 1971 secession, the only such incident in 

the twentieth century. The bond of religion was 

obviously not sufficient to create fir~ enoug~ ties 

oF nationalism among the ethnic gro~ps in Pakistan. 

Once, the geographical incon2ruity of 

Pakistan having its territories separated by thousands 

of 'Tliles of Indian territory ended (in 1971) 1 it -nay 

h~ve been expected that nation-building would bflcomn 

a less complicated task, However, the basic dile1~a 

facing Pakistan in the post 1971 period still re~ains 

the 4uestion of national identity. The Society is 

still polarized along et~nic lines, with groups 

feeling a s ,nse of relative deprivation with regard 

to other grc ups. 

The difference in the levels of development 

of the ethnic groups in Pa~istan has a basis in 

history. The British had encoura:ed the growth of 

ethnic ide~tities in pro-independent India. Those 

et~nic ~rcu~s t~ut idsnti~isd t~e'Tlselves with their 

politic<:>l strategy, b"''lsfi.tted tht3 ,1ost. Those who 

ccllaucr"'tac wit'i t'le British were, ir1troducsd to 
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the bPngfits of modernization, while others were 

deliberately left out - at the peripheral levels of 
'I\ h 

devdlopment.-

The tribal Pathans of the NWFP were left out 

at the periphery because of the volatile tribesmen -

Afridi5, Drakzais, Utmans, Khels and Moham;ands, and 

thu5, th':!y re:nained outs ide the pale of modernization 

and retained a strong ethnic identity. The same holds 

trus of Baluchistan, where the British faced similar 

problems from tl,e :qurri and Bugti tribes. 

Tn ~in~, p~rtial urbanisation did take place 

due to the stratogic and political importance, or- its 

~ n .J. .: o r t - K.:::. r c. c h i • It was, however, the Punjabis who 

w~re patronized by the British from tho vory b~ginning 

as t':-f 'J...;~d S'J;lportod thc<n. A new el_ite of Jandod 

ari~tJcracy was created by the British through gifts 

of ldr·,..:: trdcts of land. This provint.:e became the 

jJrincipal area for the recruitment of soldiers. "The 

Britisfl Indian Aru;y was 'Punjabized', as almost fifty 

t 't · 1' · 't P · b' 117 percun ot .roe i''US 1ms 1n 1 were unJa lS Th-:lre 

was a2.SC) d.n unor~ous ccnc:.;ntr'-ltion of executive pow:Jr 

'·• ~_,,!,,.,.,.,,·-~:of tho ::ivil:d.n- bureaucracy which consi~tecf 

l.:..:·'Jl i.y of i unjabis, and their 11 ruling collaborators", 8 

6 Arif •:ussain, 11 '-=thni::ity, ~atianal Identity and 
Practorioni.s:n 11

, Asian Survey (1976), p. 919. 

7 ~':l;J ~ino';, 1':::t!-:r;;_r. ~cnf"l!r:+s in P::~kistan : Si'ld 
a::., d :-'"'~tur ir: ~.:.·~~::+:?~; '''Jlif:ics 11 Seminar pa,1er 
sub~itted at tho 59minar on Domestic ~onfli~ts tn --------,-----
.) .J f.· I j' · · u ..-, 5 ~- u t ::., ~·- : _ -:; ' j • l. n ~ T r ll n rj s 
.....---. ----' ..--------- ...... -------
\ .. ··---'., _;\J ')·]:\,~, ·;.,._·f 
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country's bureaucracy, determined national policy 

making at the higher levels. The dominant economic 

force in the country was the capitalist class, which 

was again largely do1ninat8d by the Punjabis. 

Given such a situation, it was obvious that, 

unless, delib8rato attempts wera made to prevent it, 

the lesser privilc9ed ethni~ groups would develop a 
. 

f8eling of alienation from the mainstream of Pakisani 

politics.- Also, since distinct nationalities existed in 

Pakistan, the logical cho~cs of government would have 

boon a federal system with a structure and machine~y to 

protect minority riJhts and a sensitivity and responsive

ness to ethnic matters. However, the Pakistani rulers 

imposed a unitary centralised form of governrEmt and 

the domination of the powerful economic and political 

groups by perpetrating discriminatory policies. The 

other Gthnic graups resented the imposition of the Punjabi 

value - system on the remaineer of Pakistan. In the name 

of securing Pakistan's national unity, the very basis of 

unity was eroded. 11 Islam, integrity of Pakistan, and the 

Urdu language became the code words for national 

domination 119 • These attempts meant) for the other 

ethni~ communities, a loss of their ethnic identity • 
• 

In the pre-1971 era, the main focus of dissent 

lay in the Eastern wing - ~here the Bengalis were articu

lating their demands under leaders like Sheikh Mujibur 

Rehman. 

9 r'\ohamrnerl A. Ghoyur and Henry l<asson, 11 The Effects 
of Popul~tion and Urbanization Growth Rates on . 
Ethnic Tens ions in Paki::.;tan 11 , in, Ahmed l11anzooruddin 
e d. , Con t 9m.e.q.r_a ~t..-~~-kis tan_: Po 1 it ics , Eco0..£·:!,lj_' __ ~n~~ 
Sacioty (NoLth ~orolina, 1980), p.204 
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Since 1973, the empl'\as is and focus of d iss ont 

in Pakistan has shift:'d t•J Raluchistc.n and ~JWFP. Serious 

rifts had emerged between the government under Rhutto, 

and the Baluch and pakhtun leaders. However, in recent 

ye:Jrs, Pakistan has exoerienced unrest in the province 

of Sind. Both in 1983 8nd in 1986, widespread conflict 

has beL'ln witnessed in Sind in the name of Civil Qisobe-

dience called for by the Movement for Restoration of 

Democracy (MRO). The situation is ethnically explosive 

in Sind. 

According to figures quoted by S indhis, "no 

more than two percent of pakistan's armed forces come 

from Sind. 0 nly five percent of the Federal Civil 

Services is from Sind. !Ylost key positions in provincial 

administration are held by non-5indhi bureaucrats. Of 

the, two thousand industrial units in Sind, only five 

hundred are controlled by indi{)enous Sindhis. Apove 

all, Sindhis h<we become a minority in Sind itself

constituting merely forty five percent of the populatio~n. 10 

Wholesale and retail trade is dominated by 

r'unjabi and other non-Sindhi ttmuhajirs". Sindhi peasants 

in ru:-:11 hinterlands of these areas have become aware 

that most of tho irrigated lands allotted during the 

1950s and 1960s are in the possession on non-sindhi 

10 Mary Anne Weaver, "Pakistan's Protests Stir up 
Ethnic Divisions", The Christian Science t'<lonitor, 
2 September, 1983 -
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. "l"t 1 11 
Civil Servlce and !':l l. ary Personne • The prosperity 

resulting from the r8mittances of million of rupees 

from Pakistani workers in the ~iddle-[ast, to- their 

families, is mostly confined to the rural and urban areas 

of the P!!injabbecause far fewer Sindhi skilled and unskilled 

w or k e rs w e r e a b 1 e to g et j o b s in t h e G u 1 f 5 t at es • 

5 ince Bhutto• s overthrow in 1977, the S indhis 

have become one of the most active ethnic groups. After 

having Z.A. 8hutto, a Sindhi, as their Prime Minister, 

there was a resurgence of hope among the S indhis. Their 

-··-ethnic politics involves not only a conflict between the 

Sindhis and the Punjabis, but also, between the "Old 

Sindhis" and 11 new onestt (Muhajirs) who migrated from India. 

The bulk of the migration occurred in the four months 

between August and November, 1947. It is estimated that 

in this period, some six million refugees moved into 

pakistan. In Karachi, Hyderabad, Lyallpur, Sargodah, 

over sixty percent of the population was made up of 

1 2 refugees. Thus Karachi in the 1950 1 s became a 

city dominated politically, economically and soc~ally 

by the Urdu-sepaking Muslims of Delhi and uttar Pradesh. 

ln Karachi, in 1959, some eighty three percent of the 

population was of immigrants - refugees from India, 

11 Mahleela Lodhi, "The only Way-out 11 , South, The 
lhird World Mag~ October 1983 

• 
12 S.J. 8urki, ''~igratiwn, Urbanization and Politics 

in Pakistan", in, Howard Wriggins and James Guyot, 
ed., Population and Politics of South Asia {r,!ew 
York, 19a3), p.147 -
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accounting for sixty five percent and 'in-mi~r8nts' i.8. 

those born in other pArts of Pakistan, accounting for 

· ·t' 1 t' 13 s· d · eighteen percent of the c1 y s popu e ton. 1n 1S 

the most important province in pakistan, as far as the 

processes of population, migration and urban growth rates 

are concernrod. These migrations, because of the numbers 

invJlved, have had the greatest effect on the ethnic 

politics of the country. Before independence, linguisti-

cally, Sind was a relatively homogeneous province. For 

instance, according to the 1941 Census, only thirty two 

thouspnd persons claimed Urdu as their mother-tongue 

in Sind and KhairpurState in a pooulation of forty lakhs 

and eighty four thousand (which was only eight · percent 

o f t he tot a 1) • But by 1 9 51 , U r d u s peaking {V1 u he. j irs made 

un about four lakhs and seventy six thouspnd or t~>Jelvo 

percent of the totAl population of forty six 18khs eight 

thousand five hundred and fourteen. It will be interefting 

t'J look, at tho l3nguage cJmposition for Karachi District 

in 19F1. Of a totnl population of twenty lakh forty four 

thousand and forty four, as many as . eleven lakh one 
. 

thous2nd seven hundred and seventy six or fifty three ooint 

nire perc8nt declared Urdu to be their mothc,r-tongue. 

13 S.J. Burki, 11f'lligration, Urb::~nization and Politics in 
Pakistan", in, 1-loward Wriggins and James Guyot, ed., 
Ponulntion c>nd Politics of South Asia (New York, 
T:J83) , p. 148 
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Even Punjabi speaking people were found more frequently 

in Karachi (Two lakhs sixty thousand seven hundred and 

forty seven or twelve point eight percent) than S indhi 

speaking people who numbered only one lakh seventy four 

thousand eight hundred and twenty three or eight point 

six percent. In fact, if only the urban population was 

counted in Karachi district, then the third largest 

linguistic group becames Gujratis with one lakh fifty two 

thousand four hundred and seventy one or seven point fiv·e 

percent of the population and Sindhis would become the 

fourth because a substantial number of Sindhis lived 

in "gats" (Sindhi Villages) on the outskirts of Karachi 

city. 8aluchis (five point three percent) and Pathani 

(five point two percent) were other important· groups in 

h . 14 Karac ~. 

As a result of this infiltration, it is natural 

that the rGEult is a conflict between the 'locals~ and 

the 'non-locals'. The Sindhi elite's fear of hindrance 

in career advancement and other economic opportunities 

is similar to the threat which the locals of Baluchistan 

and NWFP feel from Punjabis, who have continually· migrated 
. 

to Quetta,, Peshawar and other cities. Since both ·locals 

and non-locals are competing for the same limited economic 

14 S.J. Burki, "Migration, Urbanization and Pol.itics 
in Pakistan," in, Howard Wriggins and James Guyot, 
ed., Population and Politics of South Asia (New 
Y arks, 1983), p:""f48. 
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and job ooportunities, the ethnic leeders have capitalized 

on trese grievances and put rnore oolitical demands on 

their ethnic grJups. 

!"'ore than half of Pakistants industry is located 

in Sind, but Sindhis have practically no participation in 

it, t...re:::ther as owners or as workers. The conrercia?., 

transportation, construction and service sector Which 

comprises fifty five percent of Pakistan's Gross !) ames tic 

Product is also located largely in 5 ind. In G overnr.~ent 

service, educational institutions and other white-collar 

jobs, the Sindhis are represented far below their popula

tion proporti'Jn, whether it is on all-Pakistan basis or 

within Si'ld L:.s?lf. "'ost of the jobs held by Sindhis 

are low-rEnking and low-paying. under the pakistan 

Peoples Party government, Sindhis got some jobs in the 

nationalised sector; but according to Feroz Ahned, the 

present military ruler has purged tens of trousend of 

Sindhis from government service and public sector enter

prises.15 Even the land (nearly two million acres) left 

behind by the Hindus was given to Punjabi retired ar~y 

personnel (by the Ayub Khan regime) who went to r;.:ral 

5 ind & farmers. Over one ~ill ion acres LrocQ~·t under 

cultivation by the constr.Jcti::m of !<otri er.d Gudder 

!lerrages were 2w<nded t:J non-sindhi milit2ry and civil 

officers. .:s much as f:Jrty percent of S inC:F~ agricultL<ral 

15 Feroze f\hmad, in, Uma Singh, n.7. 
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lands has passed into the hands of nrm-5 indhis while 

three fourths :Jf Sindhi peasants own no land at a11.
16 

Recently , ail has been discoverec in large quantities 

near Badin, and the Sindhis are apnrphensive whether it 

would be utilized for the benefit of the local copulation 

or simply pumped out on the o~ttern of natural gas in 

sa luchis tan. 

Indisputable disparities exist in the respective 

levels of development of the four proVinces. Inequality 

has increased and state policies to reverse the trend 

have yet to be found. The ranking of districts by provinces' 

according to overall development criterion will show that 

Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi/Islamat::&d, [luetta, peshawar 

and Hyderabad are the most developed districts and popula

tions concentrated in large ~ities have benefitted most 

from development in all the four provinces. 17 

r~ost Developed 

Intermediate 

L ea s t D e v e 1 o p e d 

TABLE-1 

Punjab 

2 

11 

6 

Sind 

2 

4 

5 

NWFP 

1 

2 

3 

16 Feroze Ahmad, in, Uma Sindh, n.?. 

17 PDT, Pakistan Series, April, July, 1983 

e a 1 u chis t a n 

1 

9 
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As Table I shows the highest concentration of 

population in developed districts in the Punjab and Sind . 
(Forty two percent), I~WFP (Twelve percent), Baluchistan 

less than twelve percent of the total population. Punjabis, 

overwhelmingly, lie at the intermediate state of dev .. dop1nent 

while Sindhis, Baluchis and Pathans are disproportionately 

represented in Pakistan's population living in the least-

developed eistricts. Most Pakistani, however, live in 

rural areas. The urban conglomerates receive a dispro-

portionate share of resources and do not ·. represent the 

trends in the provinces where th are are located. For 

instance, Karachi and Hyderabad districts are highly 

urbanized where more trlan half of the population 

consists of new-Sindhis. 

The rural indicators of developm~nt reinforce tho 

results of Table 1. Overwhelmingly, it is the Punjab 

cistricts that are the most developed, NWFP districts 

are either at the intermediate stage or are the least 

developed ones while most Sindhi and all Baluch rural 

18 areas are the least developed in the country. 

TABLE 2 

Ranking of Districts of Provinces 
~t?2 F.~~ !1.9.-J: S\ __ B.!:-1 .£_a .1:_ .D~e y 5Jl op l.'!~ _n t_ Cy it~ r _ion 

Punjab Sind NWFP Baluchistan --
Most Developed 12 

Intermediate 9 1 5 

least Developed 12 2 9 

18 PUT. Pakistan S~ries, September-December, 1Y~3. 
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An important rea tu re of Pakistan's economy s inca 

the 1 97 Os has be en the phenomenal growth in overseas 

migration particularly to the ~idclc East. It is estimated 

~~at nearly two m.illion Pakistanis working in the Middle 

East remit over S three billion. The remittances are 

a mixed blessing for the country as a whole, because the 

dependents of overseas migrants are concentrated primarily 

in the Punjab province (nearly seventy oercent or the 

miGrant dependents belong to punjab, fourteen percent 

to Sind, twelve percent to NWFP end only four percent to 

Baluchistan). Thus, it can be inferred that regional 

income disparities may have worsened sharply. AlRo the 

regional inequalities are obvious and are being articulated 

by Sindhis, who belong to the less-developed region. This 

explnins why Sindhi Awami Tehrik has now emerged as a 

new potent factor _in Sind Politics~ This sense of depriva

tion formed the core of a political movement when the 

situation becrame ripe in october- December, 1983. 

The Sindhis also accuse the Government. of carpet

rating cultural suppression. Ever since Pakistan's creation, 

the Sindhis in Karachi felt like strangers because very 

few pea ple s oo ke their la nguag.e and they were fo reed to 

learn Urdu. Censorship and suppression of the press and 

publications have been a comrnon phenomenon in Sind. Sindhi 

writers are refused freedom of expression in their own 

country and any Sindhi writer or poet who wants to oublish 

his work in India is declared a traitor to Pakistan. 
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The present ethnic conflict in Sind is reflective 

of the deen-rooted sense of depriv;:~tion among the Sindhis. 

The nature of the grievances of the Sindhis pertain to 

what is perceived by them as a denial of job opportunities, 
an 

acquisition ot their land by outsiders andLalmost total 

absence of representation in, or access to corridors or 

power and the. cultural oppression by the government. This 

perception of relative deprivation has resulted in ethnic 

conflict and cleAvages in the society. 

To ensure the stab i 1 it y of P a k is tan , it is es s e nt ia 1 

that the nationalities question be resolved. The Sindhis 

see the doniul of job opportunities, and domin~tion by 

outsiders in social and political Rpheres as a mtij~r 

irritBnt in inter-t::thnic· rel;:ti:::ms. M i~~·ation of 'out-

siders' into Sind needs to be curtailed. 

The question of ·~uhcjirs' is e•tre~ely complex. 

They are t0dRy, asserting their right to be recognised 

as the "fifth nationality" in Pakistan. Recently, for 

the first time since the language riots in 1972, there 

have.. been riots between the S indhis and the Muhaj irs~ 

In mid-June 1988, ''armed supporters of the Muhajir Quami 

Movement and the Jiye Sind Students F"eder2tion fi.rr-:d 8t 
. - 1 9 

each other from rooftops and small lanes". T 8 nsion 

hari been mountinu between S indhis and Muhaj irs for. ~cme-

time in the past. The Sindhi students were not allowing 

Urdu-speaking Muha~irs to enter the University campus 

(NED Engineering University and .the Karach University). 

Clashes continued in other p8rts of Sind Province, too. 

1 9 Idrees Bakhtiar (Karachi),_ · 
20 June 1988 ~n, TelegraphtCa~9utta) 
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such cleshes are symptomatic of the deep-r'Joted 

problem existing in Sind, today. The sense of depriva-

tion amono the Sindhis is str:mg and so is the resentment 

against the Punjabis and Muhajirs. A military solution 

can only curb the problem temporPrily. For the long run, 

a permanent settlement needs to be sought. The 1 Muh2jirs 1 

are a permanent factor in Pakistani society, and they 

cannot be wished away. Attempts need to be mnde to integ-

rate them into Pakist2ni society. A position of dominence 

as held by the '!""uhajirs' in the early years of the 

existence of Pakistan, cannot solve the cr'Jblern - it cAn 

only lead to greater resentment on the part of the 

Sindhis. A more balanced and realistic relationship 

between the S indhis and f'Vluhajirs is required, in which 

neither dominates the other. 

until now, the process of assimilation of the 

11JV:uhejirs 11 has not been very successful, and they still 

exist as a distinct group, even :>fter forty ye:o'rs :Jf the 

existence of Pakistan. HC3Wever, the assimilc>tion of the 

•r~uhajirs' is essential because recoqnition of the group 

as a netionality will only lead to further demands on 

their part. r·lOIC'eover, the fact is th"'t the 'Muhajirs' 
ll. 

are notLhomogeneous gr~up. The name stands for all the 

r.'uslim migrZJnts from India at the time of 02rtition. They 

live in each province of Pakistan end have no real 

grounds for comin9 together exrept that they ;::re called 

•~uh2jirs 1 and may have certain com~on problems. In 

Baluchistan and th: ~!'.JFP there is hardly any prejudice 

B~Pinst ~uhajirs, inspite of thE feet thBt the latter 
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do hold g~od pas i tions in many !" es pects. It is basically 
! 
f 

in Sind, where both locals and non-locals are locked 

in a bitter competition for the same limited.job and 

economic opportunities, that the problem of 'Muhajirs' 

has become so c::cute. In Sind, the Sindhis are identifying 

all groups other than the "old" Sindhis, as groups 

reaping benefits that they should be enjoying. The demand 

for recognition as a 1 fifth' nationality is not a yery 

valid one, but the 'Muhaj irs'· are doing their best to 

protect themselves and their position. 

-~The present ethnic conflict in Sind, is a result 

of a sense of deprivation among the Sindhis. The is~ue'' 

is further complicated by the lack of a democratic 

responsive government. The solution to such a crisis 

can never be a military one ,it needs to be resolved 

politically. The government must be sensitive to the 

aspirations, hopes and disappointments of the people. 

Such a democratic, responsive government is missing in 

pakistan. 

The demands in Sind have largely been for a 

ch::::nge in the structure of the Centre-state relations in 

Pakistan. Though, G.M. Syed has spoken of secession and 

of separating from Pakistan and joining India, even he, 

today, seems to be willing to collaborate with other 

groups for reforms within the sy~tem. Demands, presently, 

centre around the federal structure of the state - s~me 

groups wnnt a lu0se feder8tion, others a confederal 
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system and yet others, ask for greater provincial autonomy. 

What is really being asked for, is a government and a 

system to orotect the rights of the Sindhis and give them 

a grenter shRre of sociel-economic and oolitical power. 

vastly different groups exist within a sing!~ 

st~to cuite oe~cefully, all over the world. Though the 

four ethnic gr':!ups t 1 J<>t cCJnstitutePakistan may h[lV£ !--:-r' 

no previous experience of existing as one State, they 

have done so, since if"'dependence. Since, one demand is 

for a confeder8l system, obviously, the four ethnic 

r,rCJup~ do not perceive, as impossiblL, L!-le concept uf 

continuing to exist under one centrzl rule. Secession 

has not beco-me a serious demand in Sind, except for 

demands made by G.~. Syed, who is perceived as an extra-

rn is t. 

~ government needs to take_ notice of the 

~rievances of the Sindhis. If the government is wise 

enough to resolve these issues here and now, the problem 

can be contained. !-lowever, the Sindhi grievances are 

genuine nnj c!eeply felt. If ignored, the situation in 

Sind has the potential of blowing out of proportion. The 

mass upsurges in 1983 and 1986 have revealed that a wide 

cross-sectio'1 of Sindhis have already been mobilised, and 

the idea of S indh i rights needing protect ion, is fairly 

•..Jidespre8d. If the issues put forward by an ethnic Qr-JU;:l 

2 r e res o 1 v e d , 

/tis 

the question of secession need never arise. 

of great importance to both pakistan, and 

the region as a whole thAt the crisis be resolved with:n 
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the framework of the existing pakistani St<'~te. A federal 

system hflS the mer!nS to resolve centre-stnte tensions. 

A change in the system is not required. What is required 

is t~e political will to do so.. 

Any prclonged crisis in a Third wor!d country, 

lays the state open to outside interference -whether 

open or cl~ndestine. The stability of the entire region 

is at steke, if one country is destablized. The breaking 

up of Pakistan cannot be to the advantage of anyone. 

states in the region, will only lay it open to greater 

sm·au 

super-power intervention and struggle. Sind is strategi

cally located. If it ever secedes, there is bound to be 

a stxuggle ever who suntrols it - at the super power 

level. 

pakistan ~2S already lost one wing and a large 

awount of its prestige. If broken -,up further, Pakistan 

will be reduced to nl2ying the role of a small neighbour 

of Ind.ia, ··whereas todBy, the two countries are locked 

in some kind of an arms race. It is in the best interests 

of Pakistan th2t the nationalities question be resolved. 

Apart from the international aspect, intern ally 

too , t he 1 o s s o f S in d w o u 1 d b e a m a j or 1 o s s t o P a k 5.s t an • 

Economically, a large amount of Pakistan's industry is 

located in Sind. Also, Karachi, the rnajor seaport of 

S~nd is of great ec::m:Jmic and str2t.egic importance to 

Pakistan. 

tast Pa~istan, had also begun, by making rl.em2nd~ 

for greater autonomy •. It was to a large extent, a mls

man<"gement of t'le situc::tion c:t the ear).y stages tt-•at 
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finally led to t'le break-up of Pakistan. Any ethnic 

group1has the potential to build up its movement to demand 

secession. what is required is that the situation be 

handled carefully and wisely and be contained at manage

able levels. 

There have been ethnic conflicts that have, over 

the years, been given up or suppressed, or have become 

milder. It is not, as if the situation is, that, if 

once an ethnic group articulr.tos its demands, the situation 

must necessarily, deteriorate. It can be curtailed.and 

managed and that is what should be done at the earliest. 

The Sindhi conflict in pakistan has the potential 

to have repurcussions in India. There is a large number 

of Sindhis Who live in India and have some feelings of 

sympathy with their brothers across lhe border. 

Moreover, over the years India has taken on the 

role of a major power in the r2gipn. In the light of 

India's role in the cre2t.~un of Bangl2desh and the p.rcu:.nt 

Sri Lankan crisis, one is forced to ask, if, in the event 

of a majorcrisis in Sind, would India feel compelled to 

act? G.l"l. Syed has already been speaking of Sind joining 

India. Is India willing and ready to take on the costs 

of playing the role of a super power in the region? Is 

India cap2ble of it? 

These are questions that arise, but are difficult 

to answer. 1 f and when the crisis in Sind develops to 

that extent, the ~itu~tion in the regi~n may be quite 
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different from what it is at present. As things stand 

today, the conflict in Sind is at a manageable lavel. 

The demands can be met or negotiated. It is definitely 

in the interest of all concerned that the issue be 

resolved. 
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